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THE TRINITY
Student Brings
Complaint
Against SGA
By Jim Longenbach
The Student Government
Association's new constitution is
under attack by a student who says
it is unconstitutional and should be
annulled. The student, Michael
Freedman, '81, wrote a letter to
Charles McCarthy,
former
Director of Student Services,
asking that the new S.GA. constitution be annulled because of
unconstitutional procedure involved in its formation and
ratification.
Freedman's first complaint is
that there was no record of a vote
as of May 10, 1978 to write a new
constitution. Furthermore,
according to the S.GA.'s previous
constitution, they had no power to
form a new constitution.
Tami Voudouris, S.G.A.
President, said that the S.G.A.
evaluates everyone's constitution—
including their own—every two
years. An elastic clause in the
S.G.A.'s
old
constitution,
according to Voudouris, gave them
the authority to form a new
constitution: The clause stated that
the S.GA.'s purpose is to provide
for the general welfare of the
student body. Voudouris said that
they saw that under the old constitution they were not being effective. Consequently, the S.GA.
used the elastic clause to iustify
forming a new constitution..
Freedman's third complaint is
that there was no recorded vote by
the S.GA. to form a constitutional
convention. Voudouris said that
according to Robert's Rules of
Order, in order to form a constitutional convention, the S.G.A.
would have had to disband for its
duration. She said that the S.GA.
felt this would have done more
harm than good for the student
body. Freedman also noted in the
letter that under the old constitution the S.GA. had no power
to hold a constitutional convention, and that Robert's Rules
of Order were not used as a basis to
form or run a convention.
Freedman's major complaint
was that the voting procedures
involving the constitution were
unconstitutional. He said that the
S.GA. first voted on the constitution, printed it in the Tripod
and then sent it to the
cont. on p.2
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By Dick DahHng
Shades of the late sixties and
early seventies were seen last
Wednesday on the outer edge of
the Trinity campus as twelve
placard carrying,
chanting
protesters marched in front of
Connecticut Public Television
(CPTV) headquarters. They were
protesting the scheduled airing of a
film entitled "California Reich"
which concerns the lives of Nazi
supporters in that state. The film
contains no narrative or commentary, but serves to show Nazis
leading their normal daily lives
with their families.
The demonstraters
all
belonged to the International
Committee Against Racism
(ICAR). ICAR was formed by
interested students on the UConn
Storrs Campus to protest all forms
of racism that exist in the United
States. The group feels that
minorities are too often used as the
car protestors march at CPTV on New Britain Avenue.
scapegoats for our nation's
problems. They attribute the
recent rise in Ku Klux Klan and
Nazi activities as evidence that
problems related to unemployment
Winer stated that Azmus will and the general economic outlook
By Michael Preston
assume most of McCarthy's are being blamed on blacks, Jews,
The unexpected departure functions with the notable exthree weeks ago of Director of ceptions ihat Azmus will not have and other minorities. The
organization has since grown to
Student
Services,
Charles responsibility
lor
Pollen's several states including chapters in
McCarthy, has occasioned an Bookstore or any aspect of the
experimental shakeup in the ad-' Saga fdbdservice. Wiijer ' stated, Canada'and in France. It is funded
ministration of the Student Ser- "Wayne's not replacing McCarthy, entirely through private, individual
vices Office. Dean of Students, but he's taking over the vast contributions. None of the
David Winer, indicated at the time majority of McCarthy's functions." protestors knew the exact membership of the group.
of McCarthy's resignation that for
Responsibility for the food
"We feel that this movie
the duration of the current services has been delegated to Jan
academic year, "on an ex- Burr, Director of Calendar and (California Reich) presents an
perimental basis", a permanent Special Events, who in turn will unbalanced view of what Nazis are
replacement for McCarthy would report to Dean Winer. Burr's new really like" stated Danny Schwartz,
not be sought, while his functions responsibilities constitute an ex- leader of the demonstrators.
"CPTV has not scheduled any time
were to be dispersed among other
cont. on page 3
members of the Dean of Students
office.
In the intervening weeks,
Wayne Azmus, formerly the
Assistant Director of Student
By William Fornshell
nineteen independent colleges and
Services, has been reassigned with
universities in Connecticut.
Students
interested
in
the
a tentative title of Director of
Lockwood prefaced the canMather Hall. Azmus has been given impending Connecticut state didates remarks with some brief
elections
had
an
unusual
opgeneral charge over Mather Hall,
remarks of his own telling the
with responsibility for the . front portunity to meet the candidates candidates that while the current
desk, student employment at and confront the issues last amount of financial support
Mather, the Iron Pony Pub, and the Wednesday in Wean Lounge. Connecticut's independent schools
building and its budgets. ZAzmus Twelve candidates for public received from the State was both
will also serve as advisor to the office, including State Senator "Significant" and greatly apStudent Government Association, Lewis Rome, candidate for preciated, it was not truly sufthe Budget Committee, and the Lieutenant Governor on the ficient.
Student Government Planning Republican ticket, were invited to
Connecticut presently provides
come and speak at a Trinity
Board.
College "Political Day," an in- approximately 4.7 million dollars
formal forum that allowed the for the nineteen independent
candidates to state their positions schools in the state under a student
on various issues of this election. benefit program. Connecticut
residents who are interested in
and Theatre Arts Production, The event was co-sponsored by attending one of the independent
"Bacchae" by Euripides, in Austin Professor Clyde McKee of Trinity schools, and who qualify finanCollege and the Hartford Chapter
Arts Center.
of The League of Women Voters, cially, can receive financial aid.
Some of Saturday's activities
with the assistance of St. Joseph's Lockwood pointed out to the
include "Physical Fitness: Jog for
College and Hartford College for assembled candidates that the 4.7
All," a clinic conducted by a
million represented only about
Women.
Marathon Runner in Ferris
Professor McKee, one of the 2.3% of the State's total budget for
Athletic Center (8a.m.); a series of
higher education, and worked out
organizers of the event, noted that to $223 per student in the ininformal faculty/ alumni/ student
the purpose of the event was dependent sector. This compares
group discussions: "Liberal Arts
actually three-fold. By bringing with 52,448 per student in State
and the Market Place," "Trinitytogether a large number of political spending on public higher
Then and Now," (9:45-10:45a.m.),
candidates in one room, the forum education. Lockwood intimated to
"Trinity, the Future," and
provided Trinity President the candidates that he hoped they
"Philosophy as Sport and Play,"
Theodore Lockwood with the would be interested in "closing, or
(10:4541:45a.m.); the Soccer Game
opportunity to make a direct at least narrowing the gap between
(11a.m.) and Football Game
appeal to some of the state's future public and private per pupil
(1:30p.m.), both against Amherst.
legislators on behalf of the
\.

Services Reorganized

Homecoming Events
Trinity's Reunion-Homecoming
Weekend will be held November '34-5, 1978. Students, faculty and
alumni are invited to participate in
many of the weekend's events.
Friday's schedule is highlighted
by "Bach's Lunch," a performance
of instrumental and vocal music in
the Chapel N (12:30p.m.); Art
Exhibition in Austin Arts Center (15
P.m.); Lecture by Kay Bergin,
Conn. Deputy Banking Commissioner, "The Role of Women in
a
Complex Organization"—
McCook
Auditorium'(8p.m.);
Organ Recital by Ragnor Bjornsson
in the College Chapel (8:15p.m.);

Protesters Attack CPTV
Program As Racist
for a post viewing question and
answer session or at least some sort
of pro/ con discussion. If this
arrangement could not be made,
the film should at least show scenes
of concentration camps and other
Nazi atrocities so a fair view of
their activities could be presented"
stated Schwartz.
Schwartz was blunt in saying
that the group felt that Nazis have
absolutely no right to free speech,
especially through the various
forms of the media. They also
stated that too much publicity has
been given to the Nazi and KKK
groups recently, which increases
their exposure, and the possibility
to violent actions against
minorities. When Mike Querner,
another protestor, was asked if no
free speech for Nazis was a
violation of their- first amendment
rights, he responded by saying,
"The first amendment is already
limited in some ways, so we feel
denial of free speech to the Nazis is
simply another restriction." When
pressed as to whether advocating
criminal acts and carrying them out
were two different matters, Schwartz replied, "In this case, there is
such a close relationship between
what Nazis say and the actual
carrying out of their threats, we
feel that their right to free expression should be denied.
None" of the demonstrators had
personally seen "California Reich."
The group heard about its contents
through memos from other TV
stations around the country. They
also had made no arrangements to
see any CPTV administrators.
Despite some debate from
members of the press, the ICAR
cont. on page 3

Political Day Brings Candidates
spending. All of the candidates
expressed their support for Lockwood's position, .
Speaking at the Forum were
Democrats Thirman Miner and
George Ritter, both candidates for
representative, and Republicans
Ben Andrews, Jacqueline Anderson, Michael McGarry and
Lewis Rome gave their positions on
the possiblitity of a state income
tax, state spending, and crime
prevention. The six other candidates invited, including Donna
McDonnough, the U.S.Labor
party candidate for Congress, were
unfortunately unable to attend.
The candidates, who each
spoke for approximately ten
minutes, concentrated upon the
two issues of a state income tax and
coping with the growing crime
problem within Hartford. Only
Democrat George Ritter came out
in favor of a state income tax, and
he was roundly criticized by his
opponent, Michael McGarry.
Finally, McKee noted that
Wednesday's forum was to be used
as a springboard for the possible
creation of a Trinity chapter of
COPUS, the Coalition of Private
University
Students,
an
organization that works with
government and politicians.
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Responsibility Tied to Investment
sibility in investing. The members
of the Consortium possess 1/6 of
all the endowed money in the
country.
Trinity's Vice President for
Finance and Planning James
English is directly responsible for
the financial affairs of the College.
He is satisfied that companies are
making an effort in relation to
SouthAfrica. English is "not
aware that the companies are doing
anything conspicously that would
conflict with the Sullivan Principles", but he "would be alert if
they were."
South Africa is not the only
issue facing investors. The Trustees
of Trinity have a policy on social
responsibility in investing. They
recognize "a responsibility to invest
the college's funds in a mannrer
which is consistent with high
ethical and social standards.'" The
policy continues: "a company may
be engaged in a pattern of activity
which...is inconsistent with the
level of ethical and social concern
appropriate to Trinity. In such
instances the College may attempt
to change the firm's practices by
exercising its perogatives as an
investor..."

By Steve Elmendorf
Sullivan Principles. Lockwood
Trinity has an endowment of responded that he personally did
$38 million. How that $38 million is not know enough about how the
invested is an issue that is corporations operated but h e
becoming increasingly important. senses "that corporations thing
The issue of investor respon- these principles are having an
sibility comes up most often in effect."
Lockwood said that Leon
relation to South Africa. Should a
cpllege invest in companies that Sullivan, a member of the Board of
operate under the apartheid General Motors and the author of
system? Social responsibility in the principles, was working with
investing is "new territory" for others in drawing up new principles
everyone, according to Trinity that would work further to reduce
President Theodore D. Lockwood. apartheid in South Africa.
Lockwood is glad to hear of
He feels that the College and other
stockholders have to learn how to additional steps being taken. He
points out that now we "have to
handle these types of issues.
Concerning investment in accept the good faith" of the
South Africa, Trinity supports the corporations, we "can't judge
adoption of the Sullivan Principles, whether they are really doing
by companies it has investments in. something" about the apartheid
These call for equality in job problem.
Trinity's position on investment
opportunities and advancement.
Trinity has asked all the companies in South Africa is similar to that
in which it has investments if they held by other colleges with large
support the principles. All the endowments. Lockwood said he
companies either support the knew of no colleges that were
principles or something com- divesting of their investments in
South Africa.
parable.
President Lockwood was asked
Lockwood is hopeful that the
in a Tripod interview whether he Consortium on Financing Higher
really thought companies were Education will study and discuss
doing anything by endorsing the the whole issue of social respon-

Students were working extremely hard daring last week's Upen
Period. Here, one student is shown working on both his tan and his
parachuting.

Campus Notes
SGPBNews

current social conditions when she
gives a special guest lecture Friday
The annual Halloween Dance evening, November 10 at 8p.m. in
will be presented by the Student the Physical Education Center,
Government Planning Board on University of Hartford.
Wednesday, November 1, from
Since the tragic murdr of her
9p.m. to 1a.m., in the Washington husband, the Rev. Dr. Martin
Room. The band will be the ever Luther King, Jr. in Memphis on
popular Nemesis, and cider and April 4, 1968, Coretta Scott King
beer will be served. Admission will has devoted her life to the furbe only 51.00 if in costume, or $1.50 therance of Dr. King's social,
without costume. This year, prizes political and economic goals, In
will be awarded for the best in- the process, M r s . King has
dividual costume and for the best achieved widespread recognition in
groiip'costume.
her own right.
Club T this semester will be
Tickets for (he talk are SI for U'
held on Saturday, November IS. At of H students with I.D. cards and
the time this goes to press, the acts $2 for the general public. Proceeds
for Club T have not yet been will benefit the B.P.U. Scholarship
finalized. Another event in the Fund.
works is the possibility of a debate
between Dr. Hatem Hussani who is
the director of the Washington
Lobby office of the Palestine
Kay V. Bergin, Connecticut
Liberation Organization, and an
Deputy Banking Commissioner,
undertermined advocate who will
will speak at Trinity College on
represent the Israeli position.
Friday, November 3 at 8:00p.m. in
Further action, concerning
McCook Auditorium. Her topic
both these upcoming events, will will be "The Role of Women in a
be taken at tonight's weekllly
Complex Organization.." The event
meeting of the Planning Board.
is free and open to the public and is
Meetings areheld every Tuesday at
sponsored by the Trinity Women's
7:30p.m. in Alumni Lounge, and all
Center, Following Commissioner
students are welcome to atend.
Bergin's talk, there will be an open
reception in the Women's Center.
In her talk, Dergin will touch on
the issues of affirmative action and
The Asylum Hill Victim
Assistance Program, located at 195 job discrimination, and the role of
Farmington Ave., is designed to the government in creating and
enforcing social policy.
provide support, information and
service to victims of crime in the
Asylum Hill
neighborhood.
Volunteers assist victims through
social service referrals, crime
A series of films about women
prevention programs and general
will be presented on Tuesday
support and assistance. If you are evenings this fall at Trinity. The
interested in more information, showings will be at 7:00p.m. in the
please contact Peter Feinman, '77 McCook auditorium followed by
at 525-6691.
informal discussions in t h e
Women's Center.
The films are sponsored by the
Coretta Scott King, President Trinity Women's Center.
On October 31, two short films,
of The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Center for Social Change in "Joyce at 34" and "Chris and
Atlanta and one of the nation's Bernie" will be presented. The
most honored women, will examine films deal with the challenges of

Bergin Speaks

Asylum Hill

Films on Women

raising a family and pursuing a
carer outside the home,
On November 14, two films
about women's struggles for
equality in the workplace will be
shown. They are "Union Maids"
and "9 to 5."
On November 28, "Antonia:
Portrait of a Woman" will be
shown. This is the story of Antonia
Brico, an internationally-known
orchestra conductor.
The series will end December 5
with two films about sex-role
stereotyping, "Men's Lives" and
"Betty Tells Her Story."

SGA Under Fire
cont.fromp.l

students for ratification. However,
during this time, additional amendments were made on the constitution. Although students were
given copies of the constitution to
peruse when they voted, Freedman did not feel that this was
adequate announcement of the
changes. After the ratification, the
S.G.A. voted on the constitution
again.
According to Voudouris,
"There's nothing in the old constitution concerning how the voting
should be handled." She said that
A panel "Lifestyles of the of the 450 students who voted,
Professional Woman" is scheduled nearly all of them read the revised
on Wednesday, November 1, 1978, constitution. She noted that those
at 7:30p.m. in Wean Lounge, students who voted must have been
Mather Campus Center. The event interested enough to read the new
is being co-sponsored by the constitution. ~
,
Career Counseling Office and the
The decision concerning the
Women's Center.
constitutionality of the S.GA.'s
Featured panelists will be:
constitution will be made by
Julie Donnelly,
Clinical Charles McCarthy in early
Psychologist,
University of
November.
McCarthy was
Connecticut Medical Center,
unavailable for comment, but
Farmington;
'
Voudouris said that he has agreed
Mary Jo Keating '74, Public to arbitrate even after his recent
Relations Officer, Kaman Cor- resignation. Voudouris said that a
poration, Bloomfield;
hearing will be held in which
Sally Qeon, Dean, Greater Michael Freedman will present his
Hartford Community College, side, and then the S.G.A. theirs.
Hartford; '
Witnesses will be called and a
Joan Shapiro, poet, South period of questioning will follow.
Windsor.
Freedman and Voudouris
Refreshments will be served agreed that a compromise will
following the program.
:
probably be the outcome of the

Lifestyles Panel

Coretta King

hearing. Voudouris said that she
"...thinks some of his (Freedman's)
p o m t s a r e g o o d , but I think we
h a v e a n s w e r s . " She added that if
the constitution is declared unconstitutional, the S.GA. will
abide by the decision. She also
noted, however, that any unfavorable decision will only take
time away from the normal
activities of the S.G.A.
According to F r e e d m a j j f
"...doesn't want or expect alvymms
earthshattering." He emphasized
that he "is not trying to get
anywhere" through his questioning
of the S.G.A. According to
Freedman, when he began to ask
questions about the S.G.A.'s
procedures last year, he received
no answers and the S.G.A. reacted
defensively. He noted that last year
"the S.GA. was making up the
rules as they went along."
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Monk Brings Computer To Bible
By Julie Johnson
In these days of computer
babysitters, computer games, and
computer taught classes, it is not
surprising that the topic of a recent
lecture at Trinity was "The Bible
and the Computer." The expert on
this subject is Father Georges
Passelecq, a Benedictine monk
from Belgium.
Father Passelecq, who is known
for his work in translating the Bible
into French, discussed his most
recent project: a computercompiled concordance of biblical
terms and ideas, including over
146,000 entries. This work offers a
major source of reference to
biblical scholars.
Speaking to a small group
gathered at the Religion building
on October 18, Father Passelecq
outlined the lengthy technical
procedures involved in bringing
together such a voluminous
amount of material.
Recent advances in the
analytical study of languages and
linguistics have aided biblical
scholars. More importantly for
Father Passelecq's purposes,
achievements in computer science
now mean that a multitude of

information can be stored and
brought together for fast, precise
cross-analysis.
The concordance which Father
Passelecq has completed in
collaboration with 9 other persons,
employs multi-lingual comparisons
of the Bible in Greek, French,
Latin, English, and Hebrew. All
words are examined in their
present contexts and forms in
relation to the way they appeared
in the original texts.
The information in this work is
organized and analyzed in both
theological and linguistics contexts. The 850,000 words which
appear in the Bible are compared
and considered in relation to
everything from semantics, style
and theme to phonology and
syntax.
The number of times a word
appears, as well as its differing
forms, are recorded systematically,
so that a working identity is
established for each word. Every
graphic change in the text constitutes codification. Vowels,
capitals, and accents each have a
corresponding
symbol. The
computer affixes these codes to
every aspect of the word in order

that all information can be
organized in a columnar way to
allow an accurate cross-reference
format.
What is perhaps most amazing
about this research is that the
computer arranges the data in such
a manner that it can be transmitted
to book form six weeks after
leaving the machine. The magnetic
tapes on which the information is
recorded are photo copied. There
is no need for lay-out or type
setting.
In about twelve months, ten
years of research will be completed
and appear in book form. The book
will be comprised of five volumes,
each volume containing about
twelve hundred pages. The cost of
this reference work will be approximately $1200.
In addition to his very special
work on the biblical concordance,
Father Passelecq serves as the head
of the Belgian Red Cross. During
World War II he assisted in the
evacuation of Dunkirk. Because of
the help he offered his Jewish
compatriots, he spent four years in
concentration camp, two in solitary
confinement. Today he is a major
figure in promoting dialogue
between Catholics and Jeews.

Alwitt Studies Vision, Language
By Megan White
Visualize an elephant. Does the
elephant have eyelashes? To
determine the answer to this
question do you refer to a mental
picture you have created, or to a
list that contains the elephant's
bodily characteristics, such as
floppy ears and a trunk?
The answer to this question, in
generalized form, is being
researched by Dr. Linda Alwitt, a
visiting professor of Psychology.
She is filling in for Department
Chairman William Mace, who will
be on sabbatical for the school
year.
This semester, Dr. Alwitt is
teaching two courses, The
Psychology of Language, and
Vision. During the Trinity Term,
her courses of instruction will
consist of the Psychology of
Perception
and
Cognitive
Development.
Dr. Alwitt received her B.A.
from Brandeis University, her M.A.
from New School of Social
Research, and her PhD from the
University of Massachusetts.
Before coming to Trinity, she was a
teaching assistant at Williams
College and an Assistant professor
at UMass.

Dr. Alwitt finds that the typical
Trinity student seems to be much
more interested in the nurturing of
his academic growth than the
average UMass student.

concerning the generation of
images.

Because the motivating block is
removed in the case of most Trinity
students, Alwitt asserts that they
are willing to go past the rote fact
learning stage and delve into
theory.

One states that people construct
a
conceptual
screen
or
"Picture" in their heads, while the
other claims that people derive lists
for the purpose of visualization. It
has also been conjectured that
separate hemispheres of the brain
are responsible for the different
ways of creating images.

Now back to the elephant.
During the course of the year, Dr.
Alwitt will be conducting a
research project dealing with the
manipulation of visual images.
There are two basic theories

To test these theories, Dr.
Alwitt will use a computer
producing disjoint pieces of
images, and ask subjects to
compose the entire image from the
components.

Republican candidate for Congress, Ben Andrews makes his point
at Political Day, held at Wean lounge last Wednesday.

Protest Hits CPTV
cant, from p. 1
people remained firm in their
conviction that Nazis should be
deprived of their rights to free
speech, and emphasized that the
film is unfit for airing.
Midge
Ramsey,
CPTV
Community Affairs Vice President
confirmed that the protestors had
made no formal arrangement for a
face to face airing of their views.
Ramsey went on to say that she felt

Services Office Shuffled
cont. from p. 1
tension of her past dealings with
Saga as the coordinator of
banquets and receptions.
Winer will hemself take
responsibility
for
Follett's
Bookstore. He noted that the food
service and the bookstore generally
manage themselves, but, he said
"We have to have somebody up
here to worry about them"

Winer
emphasized
that
operation of the Student Services
office with one less administrator is
a tentative, experimental venture.
He indicated that the experiment
may generate a savings in administrative salary expesne, but he
pointed out that some of this saving
will be "eaten up" as a result of
increased responsibilities undertaken by Azmus and Burr.

It was erroneously reported in
the October 17 issue of the Tripod
that certain of McCarthy's functions would be delegated to
Director of Institutional Affairs,
Thomas Lips. Lips, a lawyer by
training, will serve to review
proposed SGPB contracts with
Wayne Azmus, but Lips will not be
assigned any of McCarthy's functions.

the film should be aired as it i:
important documentary whicl
could provide valuable informatioi
for viewers. She felt that CPTV
would be practicing a form o.
censorship by refusing to show tht
film. Ramsey emphasized that thi
film had been given many pre
screenings, including one to th<
Connecticut Jewish Ledger. CPD
has in no way attempted to ad
vertise the showing, besides th
publishing of its airing date in thei
regular schedule of programming
"The showing of the film
is the responsible and courageou
thing to do," insisted Ramsey
While CPTV does not condon
the actions of the Nazis, sh
feels that the public must
be made aware of this elemer.
in our society.
At the present time, there a
no plans to cancel the showing
the film. The ICAR people had i
follow up plans to carry out if tl
station did not make the chang<
they demanded.

Head of the Charles: Fall Festival
By Eliot Klein
According to the advertisement
in The Oarsman magazine, the
Head of the Charles Regatta is
"America's fall rowing festival."
According to observers of life
on the banks of the Charles River
last Sunday, the Head of the
Charles Regatta is America's fall
festival.
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol. 77,
Issue 6, October 17, 1978. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays,.except vacations, during
the academic year. Student subscriptions are included in the
student activities fee; other subscriptions are $12.00 per year. The
TRIPOD is printed by the Palmer
Journal Register, Palmer, Mass.,
and Published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Connecticut, under the
Act of March 3,1879. Second class
postage paid at Hartford, CT.
Advertising rates are $2.10 per
column inch, $37 per quarter page,
$72 per half page, and $128 for a
full-page.
•

. While the pride of the North
American rowing community ,iin
720 different boats of from one to
eight oarsmen each, is plying the
waters of the Charles, the pride of
the North American spectating
community is plying each other
with rivers of beer, booze, and of
course, the obligatory bloody
Marys.
Though the art of fine picnicing
at such gridiron events as HarvardYale or Princeton-Dartmouth is
rarely equalled, this one Event
manages to put the two to shame,
and on sheer volume alone. While
the football tailgaters are limited to
a short hour or two of portable
gourmandise before the contest
begins, the spectators who line the
Charles have no limit on either
time or space for their endeavors.
The results of this open season
on picnicing range from the modest
sandwich-and-a-blanket efforts of a
large number of the onlookers, to
the tent-and-tetrazini efforts of the
the tentand-tetrazini efforts of the

more dedicated. Because of both
the elaborate nature and quality of
many of the cordon-bleu carryouts,
one can easily imagine how the
ardent spectator might be
occasionally distracted from the
race by a particularly light salmon
mousse, or perhaps an especially
finely chopped chicken salad,
served on crisp Boston lettuce
(naturally) with an appetizing
garnish of paprika.
But it is,not only the food that
brings people out. On a sunny day
like last Sunday, people love to be
out and about. When there is a
chance to be out at an Event, one
can't blame the people for jumping at such a fine opportunity.
But exactly what is it that brings
all of these people out k the first
place? To try to answer this
question, I spent the day (between
races, of course) observing the
many happy spectators. Having
spent the last two Heads on the
water, I was completely un-

prepared for the sights that greeted
me that clear fall day.
"Can you imagine those poor
coxswains' throats after the race?"
a worried mother asked her
husband.
"What's a coxswain?" he
replied.
It appears that for each ardent
fan who gives encouraging shouts
of "Legs! Put *em down!!!", and
such other exclamations which
show that one knows exactly what
is going on, there is one who is
heard to comment: "I hear that
crew is a hard sport."
But who- can complain? The
Trinity crews made their usual fine
showing on the day. And what of
the large and vocal corps of Trin
rooters who made the' trip? The
oarsmen, coaches,.and parents who
made up the majority of the crowd
near the boathouse were the equal
of all other such groups on the
river. The group which led our
college to the domination o{ the

riverbanks, however, was th,
intrepid crowd at the Friends >
Trinity Rowing Tent. In addition i
their hearty and frequent shouts i
encouragement to our passir
colors, they showed what appeare
to be the finest display of riverban
rowdiness which was evident on
day marked by several exemplar
performances.
Undaunted by the long line!
the Trin crowd turned in a stroni
performance over the tough thre*
keg course through the tent an>
nearby Port-o-let. Though the Blu
and Ciold's picnicing perfonnanc
and quality was not up to some c
the opposition's entries, enduranc
and numbers carried the day fc
the Bantams.
So whether your tastes are
rowing, lying around, or just beii
seen at the -world's largest picni
try the next Head of the Chart
(October 21, 1979).
And a splendid time
guaranteed for all.
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Connecticut
A Personal View

Campaign 78: The Governor's Debate

By Jon Zondennan
I spent a good part of Open
Period in Boston, watching Ed
King and Frank Hatch slug it out
on radio, T.V. and the papers for
the people's votes in the November
7 election for Governor of
Massachusetts. As I was driving
back to Hartford, I reflected on
how relatively cordial the
governor's race in this state has
been.
Then I went to the debate
Friday night. For those of you who
were not in the area, the Friday
night debate at Channel 30 in West
Hartford was the only live
television debate in the campaign.
It was the only chance for
Connecticut voters to see the
Governor, Ella Grasso, and her
republican challenger, U.S.
Representative Ronald - Sarasin,
face each other and a panel of
some of the better reporters in the
area.
People always say about
sporting events that being there is
twice the fun. It can safely be said
that the same is true about a
political debate.
In one's own living room, a
television debate is sterile, and too
often, dull, although this one was
probably not dull unless one had
taken a large chunk of valium prior
to tuning in.
Just prior to the beginning of
the debate, there was a coin toss to
decide who would make the first
, Opening .statement. Satasiti won
and came out o! corner'lighting.
For two minutes he attacked
the Governor's fickleness about his
tax plan, criticizing it one day, and
praising the next. He tried to gain
the upper hand quickly by telling
the television audience that the
Governor is "pressing the panic
button,"
and
that
"if
it's impossible to lower taxes in this
state, it's only impossible because
Etta Grasso is the Governor."
He should have stopped right
there.
Television is a very powerful
medium. Sitting hrthe studio, one
gets the feeling of the vast power of
television. It is, in many ways, a

creation of the -audience's
imagination as much or more than
of all the technicians, writers,
producers, and floorworkers who
. put the show together.
The entire debate was set up in
a space of about 40 feet by 50 feet.
The Newsroom 30 set had been
pushed to one side of the room, and
the Daily Number set had been
pushed to the other.
The candidates and questioners
sat across from each other at
hastily constructed plywood desk
covered with shiny blue vinyl. The
backdrops were nothing more than
cheap stage flats.
Watching the technicians and
set up people rushing around
during the half hour prior to the
debate could not help but remind
one of the scenes from "The Sting"
when Newman and Redford et al
were setting up the betting shop.
Then the Grasso and Sarasin
entourages arrived, and it suddenly
occurred to me that if anyone was
being set up it wasn't the candidates, but the voters.
The candidates sat down and
fiddled with their stacks of
positions papers and notes. The
newsmen sat down and kibitzed
with each other. Then the floor
director
signaled
to
Tom
Monohan, the Channel 30 anchorman who was moderating the
debate, that there were 30 seconds
to go.
Immediately,
everyone's
posture straightened up. Jim Smith
of the Associated Press and Andy
Nibley of the United Press International, both dressed in
business suits (Wire service
reporters aren't supposed to dress
in suits) both straightened their
ties. Tonight there would be no
clackity-clack of teletypes, no
beeps and boops as they fed their
copy into the computerized terminals used by the wire services.
Tonight they were on T.V.
Sincerity and quiet seriousness
is the rule on TV. Even the smileyhour news which has taken over at
so many stations during the past
few years is sincere and serious.
"Good work on that story Jack,"

(smile turns to frown.) "In
Glastonbury this afternoon, three
people were killed when their
home..."
Ron Sarasin was sincere. And
he was serious. He looked directly
at the camera, harangueing the
Governor about her waffling on the
tax question. And when he asked
"will the real Ella Grasso please
stand up," he was almost staring
down the audience, almost
challenging them not to vote for
him.
The Governor, for her part,
stood up to the challenge. She used
her opening two minutes to defend
her record as Governor, "a record
of this administration for helping
people."
The questioners, Nibley and
Smith in their Brooks Brothers,
Chris Powell, Managing Editor of
the screaming-headline-yellow-rag
type Journal Inquirer of Manchester, and Bob Conrad, a crusty
old political writer from the New
Britain Herald, continually tried
to pin the candidates down, but to
no real avail.
On television, it's easy to duck
questions by falling back on the old
sincerity and seriousness. A candidate can stare at the camera. (I
could see the candidate in four
places. He or she was staring
almost directly at me, actually at
the camera over my left shoulder. I
could see the candidate, the
cameraman's monitor in his
camera over my left shoulder, the
black and white monitor over my
right shoulder, and the color
monitor to my back and right. The
mouths all moved, but the voice,
which in the studio is soft, was
coming from somewhere else, from
the real candidate. "Big Brother is
Watching You.")
Every time Sarasin got stuck by
a good question, he would fall back
on his promises to cut taxes and cut
state spending.
Whenever the Governor was
encountering heavy flack, she
harped on the achievements of her
administration in the areas of
human services while still paying
off a deficit she had inherited and

Hartford's Career Education
This is the first in a series of
articles about Hartford's Career
Education Program by Tripod
reporter Jeanne KHtonic.

i^-i;-1! 1 I*" i

The Hartford Public School
System often experiences problems
due to the discrepancy between a
limited budget and an unlimited
amount of students. However, one
area seems to be growing consistently with the rising number of
students.
It is Hartford's vocational
training program, called Career
Education. According to acting
Superintendent of Schools Barbara
Braden, Hartford has the largest
manpower vocational training
program per capita in the country.
Ms. Braden believes that "Not
only is a student training and
preparing for a desired vocation;
he is also placed in a job in his
related field during his high school
career."
In recent years, the program
has grown to complicated levels,
with approximately 75 different job
programs offered in Hartford's
three public Wgh schools. Two
hundred employees work to train,
advise, educate and place students

in jobs in the Hartford area.
The first aspect of the program
'deals with education. Each student
who wishes to train for a skill
receives background and training
in the classroom. At their own
request, a student's records are
reviewed by an advisory board, and
then the student placed in an
appropriate job.
The program is funded heavily
by seven sources. CETA (Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act) contributes over one
million dollars alone to Career
Education in Hartford.
Other sources include the State
Department of Labor, the State
Vocational Act and Community
Development Block Act, as well as
funding from the private sector.
A student's grades, past
background and interests, as well
as family status and income are
reviewed by an appointed advisory
board. Specific funding legislation
place certain requirements for
students in certain jobs. Some
cater to low-grade students to help
them remain in school; others
reward high-level students with
jobs.

A good portion of the jobs
come from Hartford businessmen
and merchants. ; These private
companies in and around Hartford
place no limitations on students in
, their job offerings.
Privately owned industry
contributes four million dollars in
wages and materials for high school
students. According to Coordinator for the Career Education
Program, George Richmond,
"Every bank, every insurance
company, fifty different companies
and approximately one hundred
employers fund some part of the
program."
One relatively new program is
the Work Places Program. Work
Places is designed around clusters
of jobs in the same field, intended
to place students in their related
fields. Students fill a wide variety of
positions, in such fields as insurance, health, auto mechanics
and banking.
The second article concerning
Hartford's Career Education
Program will offer a comprehensive tour oi the Auto
Mechanics Department.

even having surplus revenues the
past few years which have gone
back to the cities and towns in
increased state aid.
About half way through the
hour it happened. It took the
cameraman, who was focusing on
the candidates while they answered, completely by surprise. He
was still focused on the Governor,
but Sarasin was speaking. Quickly
his red light went off, and the other
camera, the one picking up the
questioners, took over, giving the
audience a great shot at the back of
Sarasin's head while he spoke.
He had cut in. It wasn't his turn.
The Governor had answered a
question, and now it was Chris
Powell's turn to ask a question. But
Sarasin had cut in, and was
berating the Governor about
raising spending.
Now they were arguing. The
cameraman in front of me, who
was getting the candidates's answers, was freaking. He was trying
to catch it all, but it was impossible.
He rolled the camera out to catch
the wide angle of both candidates. Tom Monohan was
nonplussed. So was the floor
director. A glance back to the
booth showed a director and
producer approaching cardiac
arrest.
The reporters in the audience
stopped noting the cryptic quotes
of the candidates. Everyone was
looking around, writing notes for a
mood piece (which is what this is.)
Once again,, content had been
surpassed by style, or lack thereof,
in a political debate.
On his fourth try, Powell was
able to ask his next question.
Again, when the Governor was
through answering, Sarasin cut in.

The last time, she had been
caught off guard, had tried to
answer his remarks, and had been
on the defensive throughout the
exchange.
This time she was ready. She
whipped a letter out of her folder, a
letter she said had been given her
by a Sarasin constituent, a letter
the woman had written to the
Representive complaining about
street crime (an issue which Sarasin
has attacked the Governor on'
before.)
The Governor also had the
reply Sarasin had sent to the
woman. And the Governor read it,
straight into the camera, sincere
and serious. In it, Sarasin told the
woman that there is "no research to
support the idea that government
can do much to solve the problem
of crime." Then the Governor
stared down the camera and said,
"I think there's a lot that we can
do."
Right there, she had won the
debate. Ron Sarasin had made a
fatal mistake. He had quipped and
chipped and made snide remarks
off camera for too long. In doing
so, he had challenged Ella Grasso
to stop being polite, to stop
defending her record as Governor,
and to get into the gutter and fight,
And that's a mistake. Bob
Killian had challenged the
Governor in the same way less than
two months ago in the primaries,
and she had beaten him bloody.
Sarasin's tact, or lack of it,
during the debate last Friday,
only be called dumb. There
way he could beat the Governor in
a gutter fight.
Now, after that gutter fight, I
don't thing there's any way he can
win the election.

Carter Visits State

President Jimmy Carter was in
the Hartford area last Saturday to
campaign for incumbent Governor
Ella Grasso.
The Hartford stop was one of
four Carter made during his 11 hour
swing through the Northeast. His
other appearances were in upstate
New
York,
Maine,
and
Massachusetts.
The President spent the midday
hours at the Hotel Sonesta at a
wine and cheese party for

Governor Grasso, mostly shaking
hands with well wishers.
Grasso was noticeably more
friendly towards the President
than when he made his last trip to
Connecticut in 1976 as a candidate
for the Democratic nomination,
A small group of protestors,
Uitd
mostly complaining about United
States foreign policy, was on hand
to greet the President at Bradley
Airport,
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Letters
Nicaragua
To the Editor:
The Tripod's reporting from the
state capital over the past two
years, by Brian Crockett, Jon
Zonderman, and now by Julie
Johnson, has been excellent. Its
dispatches from the national capitol
leave me less satisfied. Robert
Herbst's "Washington W i r e "
(October 17), on the Nicaraguan
Marxists' alleged " t r e a c h e r y "
against poor Anastasio Somoza,
seems to me to be dangerously
overheated.
Unidentifield sources always
raise the reader's suspicions. But
when what the sources have to say
is so lurid as what Mr. Herbst
reports, the reader has no choice
but to assume that they are
crackpots. Who are these "reporters" who witnessed atrocities
staged by Nicaraguan guerillas,
who say that the whole anti-Somoza
movement has been fabricated by
outside agitators? Were they too
wearing National Guard uniforms?
Or perhaps white sheets with
pointy hoods? Until I learn more
about these apparently pro-Somoza
informants, I must presume that
the "Washington Wire" is trying
to pump current into some old
hysterias that have been sitting
around D.C. since A. Mitchell
Palmer's heyday.
When Mr. Herbst next talks to
his sources he ought to give them
some basic information that they
seem to lack: The Nicaraguan
guerillas are not "Santanistas"
(followers of Satan? but "Sandinistas," so named after a rebel hero
named Sandino.
Actually, Mr. Herbst's dispatch
makes me much more curious
about his sources than about the
sensational (but familiar) tales they
have to tell. Perhaps he will be
willing to do an article on them. I
suspect that he will find at least a
few of them under beds, either
looking for, or hiding from, The
Reds.
Sincerely,
Gene Leach

All was quiet, except a whimpering
sound coming from the stairwell.
The usually jolly donut man sat in
despair, weeping over a large box
and sobbing, "what should I do
with eight dozen donuts?" I sat
with him and we pondered. Why
had there been this "mass exodus"
from the school?
What is it that makes so many
students wish to stay on campus?
The many enjoyable activities, the
delicious food served at Mather,
the lovely foliage? No, these
attractions are evidently not sufficient.
The administration may ask
why Open Period is viewed as a
vacation by the majority of students. Perhaps the answer lies in
the fact that more things are closed
than opened during Open Period. If
the College proceeded as usual,
more students would undoubtedly
be encouraged to think twice about
packing up for a nine day vacation.
Remembering that the practice
rooms in Austin Arts are always
open until midnight, a friend and I
came up with the idea of engaging
in a guitar and flute ensemble.
Instruments in hand, we eagerly
headed towards Austin. As we
tugged at the locked doors, a
passing security guard informed us
that the building had been closed
since five o'clock
Sincerely.
Ambitious but Bored

Complaint...
The following letter was sent last
week to Wayne Asmns, President
Lockwood, Vice President Smith
and the Tripod. Below It is found
the response of Mr. Asmus.

Dear Sir:
During the present Open Period
Mr, Wayne Asmus has again taken
the liberty of closing the pub. This
action seems directly contradictory
to the administration's position on
the function of an open period,
stated in the college bulletin as
follows: "It is intended that these
periods be viewed and used by both
faculty and students as occasions
for relief from the pressures of
schedule and routine, to catch up
on and get ahead with academic
To the Editor:
It was Monday afternoon, the work...(S)tudents will be expected
first weekday of Open Period, and I not to view these periods as an
felt a sudden pang of guilt. I opportunity for a general exodus
remembered that "Open Period is from the college."
not to be used as a general exodus
The closing of the pub reprefrom the College." I left my friends sents the loss of the last stronghold
on a street corner and immediately to retain students on campus
headed for the train station. Once during this week. The few students
on the train I took the time to who did opt to stay were faced with
reflect on Open Period, a unique absolutely no campus social facility
opportunity to expand my intellect- where "relief from the pressures of
ual horizons at a more relaxed1 school work" could be found. Even
the most ambitious students can
pace.
Arriving back on campus at 9:30 not be expected to work all day and
pm, hungry from the long journey, night. Without the pub as a place to
I made my way to the Cave. As I gather, it is also hard to discover
approached the counter, a wet mop which other students were crazy
swept over my feet and the lights enough to remain behind, thereby
dimmed. Needless to say, I felt less reducing the chances of forming
than welcome and decided that a alternative social functions which
grinder and a beer at the Pub involve a number of students.
There are only two reasons for
would suit me just fine. I rushed up
the stairs to the lobby and stood closing the pub, both of which can
staring at the door of the Pub in be rejected. (1) "The lack of
disbelief. The sign read: "Closed student workers makes it impossible to run it efficiently." This
for Open Period",
Having lost my appetite by this argument is invalid because there
time, I needed a lift and decided is nothing in the student worker
that an entertaining moving at Cine contracts which forces Mr. Asmus
Studio might save the evening. I to give the students time off during
jogged over the Clement, hoping a Open Period. In fact, as it has been
catch a popular flick. The current shown earlier, this isn't even
attraction...."Les Zozos", and I supposed to be a vacation. The
library manages to retain its
had left my dictionary in the rooml
Giving up on the campus normal hours by making the
activities, I decided to head back to students who wish to leave campus
find replacements for their hours.
£ t t l e d o r m > where I hoped to find
The pub could certainly follow this
some signs of life—maybe other
example. (2) "Opening the pub
students involved in academic
would mean operating at a loss for
pursuits. Looking up at the dorm
the week." If opened,, the pub
from outside, the rooms were dark.

Quiet Campus

would probably attract almost the
entire student population remaining on campus, because frankly
there isn't that much to do here.
Even if the pub lost money, this
would still be no reason to close it.
The pub is meant to be a service to
the students, not a profit gathering
branch of this college. If generating
a profit is a major concern, it would
seem wise to replace Mr. Asmus
with a Harvard Business School
graduate or with someone else with
intensive management training. Of
course, I am sure that this is not the
situation.
If it is the administration's
position that the students should
remain on campus, the facilities of
the college must be kept open. It is
my hope that Mr. Asmus will not
repeat this policy in the spring.
Sincerely yours,
Jeffrey H. Seibert' 79

...and Response
Dear Mr. Seibert,
I am glad that you have taken
time to write your letter of October
23, 1978 concerning the closing of
thee Pub during Open Period. This
gives me the opportunity to set the
record straight in regards to the
reasoning behind the act.
The bulletin you quote mentions Open Period providing "relief
from pressures of schedule and
routine". The Pub workers, as a
matter of course, do not have time
on the job to study as is often the
case in other campus jobs. In
utilizing the Open Period to catch
up and get ahead of their academic
programs, they do not, as I am sure
you would not, find it relaxing to
pour beer, check ID's, wash
glasses, and make grinders and
change until 1:30 a.m. Your second
point concerning the operating loss
is supported by figures from last
Fall's Open Period. More important than the financial loss is the
loss of time experienced by the
workers with essentially nothing to
do. I would also like to point out
that the Cave was open "and the
lounges in many of the dormitories
are also free and can be utilized for
social activities.
While you are correct in stating
that there is nothing forcing me to
give workers time off during Open
Period, there is nothing in the
Student Work Program that gives
me the latitude to force my staff to
work and give their academics a
lower priority.
I had posted a schedule covering Saturday, October 21, and the
weekend of the 28th and 29th, two
weeks prior to Open Period for
workers who felt thay had the time
to work. Only two workers took
advantage of that schedule. To use
your words, "even the most
ambitious students cannot be expected to work all day and night."
I would like to invite you to
become a member of my staff for
the Spring Open Period. Perhaps
you may be able to fill in the gaps
that will undoubtedly occur.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Wayne J. Asmus, Director
Mather Campus Center

I an unable to take courses at
Trinity this fall since I am a fulltime student teacher in a West
Hartford elementary school. I was
to receive three credits for this
term's work—an amount which I
felt to be less than fair to me as a
student, Jennifer Davis, another
student teacher, and I had several
arguments with which to back up
this opinion, so we approached the
administration with the matter. At
first, we were sent from one
department to the next, which
aroused a feeling of "antiadministrationism" in us. In the
end, though, we persevered. After
hearing our rationale, Dean
Winslow decided to "look into the
matter" for us. He warned us,
though, that we should not get our
hopes up as to receiving more
credit.
«>
However, o n October 16, 1978,
both Jennifer a n d I received a
letter from Dean Winslow i n forming us that his research had
shown a credit deficiency in t h e
Elementary Education Practice
Teaching award. Therefore,
Jennifer and I are to receive our
head-earned four credits; but more
importantly, we feel we have
opened the door for a more optimistic channel of communication
between students and administrators at Trinity.
Sincerely,
Lynn Butterfield

well as to you sir, our deepest and
most sincere gratitude.
And if it is true that the pen is
mightier than the sword, we will
hepefully anticipate your support
in our battle against Communist
injustice.
Sincerely,
Steponas Zabulis

Thanks
To the Editor:
Recently
I
and many
Americans of Lithuanian decent
had the gratifying experience of
reading an article by Kenneth
Crowe, "Lithuanian
School
brightens Life Science Center."
(Tripod, Oct. 10)
It is a consolation to know that
persons such as Mr. Crowe have
not forgotten the oppressed people
of Lithuania and our struggle.in the
free world to upkeep our ethnic
heritage.
Therefore, in behalf of the
Lithuanian-American Community
of the U.SA., Inc., Hartford
Branch, I extend to Mr. Crowe, as

Pave the Quad
Now that the Trinity Community as large has successfully
addressed the problems of library
and dormitory overcrowding, it is
high time that we concentrate our
collective attention on the critical
issue currently facing the student
body: parking. To some, I suppose,
such a controversy might be
considered petty, or even jejune.
Yet how many students are consistently late to their morning
lectures or seminars because they
are forced into the daily trauma of
"Full lots?" How many niore
students refuse to face this trauma
at all, and are compelled to attend
their labs or studios by phone or
mail once their cars have at last
been legally parked? How many
are forced into the callous extreme
of depriving the handicapped of
their spaces? I, for one, have
absolutely no idea.
Therefore, I feel that the time
has come to piuck this final thorn
in the undergraduate side. Furthermore, I would like to suggest
that the paving of the area
currently referred to as . "the
Quadrangle" would provide a
solution both economical and
expedient. Currently the area is
cleared of all but a few diseased
trees and a not immobile statue.
Most classroom and study areas are
a mere stroll from the centrally
located property.
The conversion of the area to
pavement would, it must be admitted, have a slightly harmful
effect on the alma mater; but this
minor and idiotic concern can only
be answered with catcalls and rude
gestures, Consider the happy faces
of the handicapped when they have
at last reclaimed their rightful
parking areas, to say nothing of the
cont. on page 6
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Communication
To the Editor:
As a senior at Trinity, I have
often heard students pessimistically
commenting on their lack of power
in matters of college policy. I must
confess that I have also been guilty
of wrongly accusing the College of
a deaf ear.
I recently had an experience to
the contrary which I would like to
share with the Trinity community
in the spirit of better studentadministration
communication.
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Commentary
Mali — A Forgotten Africa
by Jonathan Baiman
"We are vessels of speech, we
are the repositories which harbour
secrets many centuries old,,.without as the names of kings would
vanish from oblivion," [An Epic of
Old Mali"" A.D. 1217-1237].
Once a Vast Empire covering
most of West Africa, Old Mali
carried the legendary trading center of Timbuctou, a caravan connection between the white Tuaregs of the North and the Black
Mandingo and Bambara tribes of
the South. Today, New Mali or Le
Republique du Mai, is a far
smaller, but still vast land-locked
country, economically uninterest-

ing to the rest of the world.
Sitting on the veranda of a
private home on the outskirts of
Bamako, Mali's capital, I interviewed Abdul Kader Sal, a well
educated Malian who works as a
translator for the recently established American Aid Program
called Mali Livestock II. Abdul
Kader Sal, talked to me about the
story of independence from France
in 1960, the change of governments after eight years and the
present day situation in Mali which
he considered very grim. Mali is
surrounded by a host of wealthier
countries, among them Algeria,
Senegal, Ivory Coast, Mauritania,
Niger and Guinea. Mali is considered to be the poorest in Africa
and probably the rest of the world.

Sipping on a cool beverage to
relieve himself of the heat from a
typical Malian day, Abdul Kader
Sal named to me the two main
problems in Mali's economic situation: Corruption, and starvation.
Taxes levied on the villagers were
four times the amount they could
afford, he said, and the country
was constantly under terror from
the army dictatorship it has had in
past years. These are typical of
African problems, but even more
exaggerated in a country that has
suffered devastation from a severe
drought in the last four years.
Although enough grain was harvested this year to have sustained
the population, some government
officials had exported it in order to
profit and many starved as a result.

Over the Transom

The Night Things Go Bump in the Night
by Eric Gravstad

I wouldn 't go out alone tonight.
This is Halloween—Halloween,
the night when witches howl, when
goblins moan, and Mister Tooth
Decay stalkSMhe land. For a kid,
Halloween is •still one of the top
holidays on the calendar, even if it
has lost a lot since the old days; at
Trinity, Halloween is something
else altogether, but I'll get to that
in a minute.
Halloween is, or should be, for
kids, a night when no one says
" n o " to between-meal snacks, and
every town is Hetshey, Pennsylvania. Halloween is nothing without candy, but it can be genuinely
scary in its own right—when you're
eight years old, it's just above
freezing, the wind is blowing the
leaves in the dark, and you can't
see through the holes in your
Dracula mask, you get second
thoughts about trick-or-treating
way across town. Even the word
can be scary: Halloween. It sounds
better than "Washington's Birthday" anytime.
Unfortunately, Halloween has
gone commercial. Even worse, it's

tire fraternities are possessed by
Mrs. Feldman's third grade recess
class, 1966-67. Last year, Bishop
Brownell greeted November with a
pumpkin on his head.
No one will doubt my bravery
(though a few might question my
sanity) when I revel that, last year,
1 walked the length of the cmapus
on Halloween night, without
speeding up between Jones and
Elton. (There were two water
ballons and a beer can thrown at
me, but Fat watches out for the
pure of heart. Besides, people were
in no condition to aim.)
It was quite a night. I met
goblins, demons, werewolves, and
pre-meds; I saw witches ghosts and
the entire cast of The Rocky Horror
Picture Show. (I hung around the
Pub looking for a succubus, but I
haven't found one yet.)
Halloween is for kids. At
Trinity, October 31st is for fun. It
was unusual, but it wasn't bad; I'll
probably be on campus again this
year.
It's either that, or face the
trick-or-treaters in my apartment.
Have you seen the kids on School
Street?

ben made nice, prettified—instead
of monsters and ghost stories, we
have inane Halloween specials
about the Cosby Kids learning to
be polite to grown-ups. The Wicked
Witch of the West scared me to
death in The Wizard of Oz. Today,
she serves pie to the firemen in
Maxwell House commercials.
Trick-or-treating has gone
downhill, too. In one particularly
obnoxious commercial, a bunch of
costumed brats run up to some
others, exclaiming "The Johnsons
are giving away Nature Valley
Granola Bars!" I expected the
others to say "Yeah! Let's trash
the house)" Instead, they all line
up for seconds of the awful things.
(Deep down in your heart, weren't
you really ticked off to get apples?)
Good costumes are getting scarce;
Halloween has gone from a night
full of wonder and fear to an
1
endless parade of Darth Vaders.
Nothing very scary happens on
Halloween at Trinity, but it does
get weirder than usual. Normally
straight people turn decadent with
a fury rivaled only by Reading Days
at exam time; sedate women
become Fates and Harpies, and en-
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The countries which have had
the most influence on Mali are The
Peoples Republic of China, the
U.S.S.R., Cuba, France and recently the United States. The U.S.
entered the aid program about four
years ago with Mali livestock I and
now Mali Livestock II. The program
aims to control the Tetse Fly
problem in the Sahel region. There
are twenty-two varieties of the
Tetse fly, two of which give cattle
(and humans) sleeping sickness,
killing a large number needed for
dairy and meat. Mali Livestock II, a
well staffed program with specified
professionals, also handles cattle
production methods, and develops
the economy and health conditions
of selected villages, these serve as
models in their areas.
Working closely with the Malian government the American
technicians are constantly subjected to new demands and are
trying desperately to survive.
Whether these Americans can
handle it, is a good question.

—Eight. How big were the families?—Ninety people with every
man having up to four wives. How
many families at least were managing at the subsistence level?
— Three. What were the main
hazards
to
agricultural
work?—Monkeys and Lions; in
particular Monkeys, they came and
stole all the fruit and were almost
impossible to keep out. The meeting rambled on with great consideration to detail despite the oppressing heat. The men would pass the
information from one to the other
leaving the chief to be the final
spokesman. Three hours went in
this effort, which set the pattern for
our other encounters. Camping out
in the Bush we would turn in early
at night having covered three to
four villages a day and recorded
fully the two hour dialogue we
received in each. We discovered
that most villages grew wheat and
sorgun and some had small peanut
crops along with the varied fruits,
mango, papaya, banana and
others. The villages were riddled
with various forms of diseases and
malnutrition, river blindness and
leprosy being the most common.
We were never allowed to leave
without receiving at least one gift
of fruit or a chicken which we
couldn't refuse. I returned to
Bamako to recuperate, but the
team, called to new problems,
could stay in Bamako only a short
time before seting out again.
Despite its economic plight
Mali still remains a country renowned for its artwork and wood
sculpture, and the experts bring
the country a little income. Ji top
African art dealer in Soho, New
York City, claims "by far the best
stuff is created in Mali." Weavers,
who, rank on the lowest economic
scale, demonstrate fine skill and
continue to turn out beautiful
designs for export.
We need Africa, we need to
understand its immenseness, we
need to feel the sensitivity and the
pride of a people like the Malians,
so that we may fully grasp what
this continent is all about. Today it
remains the most active, the most
troublesome, the most intriguing of
continents. Mali is just one of these
countries, unnoticed, forgotten,
bubbling with an intense warmth
and personal sincerity that is
rapidly vanishing from our world.

Running a program in Mali is
not easy, especially for Americans,
few of whom speak the dominant
language, Bambara. All materials
are flown in and the slow pace of
working plus constant breakdowns
in bureaucratic procedures are
difficult to handle for highly paid
professionals. Wrong parts are
received: Paper ordered months
ago now arrives, too big for xerox
machines; four wheel drive Mercedes trucks materialize with two
wheel drive, to remain stuck in
remote areas of the jungle. Lack of
office space and few qualified
Malian employees all add to the
difficulties, not mention the fact
that many Malians, recalling communist propaganda, suspect the
motives of the Americans. Often
enough Americans feel that their
work could even possibly be
sabotaged by their Malian counterparts. So progress is slow, and with
great struggle it tries to remain
consistent.
Somewhat
more
adept, the Chinese had taken the
trouble to know Mali before
acting: they had worked beneath
the surface. They work in groups
and learn Bambara, the native
language, without bothering with
French. They have been going into
villages teaching the local witch
doctors and chief medicine men the
arts of acupuncture and Chinese
healing. The U.S.S.R. has donated
the buildings and equipment for
several schools and is consistently
giving money to the country. Other
Moslem countries give a helping
hand to their poor brother who
might come in useful in the ever
cont. from page 5
changing and dramatic African
political scene.
exciting possibility of the conversion of Cinestudio to a drive-in!
I chose to become personally
In conclusion, I urge concerned
familiar with back country work. members of the college community
With one of the economists and to insist upon immediate action. In
Abdul on the American team, I the words of Joyce Kilmer, "I had
attended a number of field surveys to go around the block three times
and village interviews south of before I got a parking space.'
Bamako. Villagers had to be
With Heartfelt Sincerity,
notified of our coming days in
Janet.D. Siefert,'79
advance. The entrance could have
adequately been described as
entering the Neolithic period. Our
college sport shop
arrival in a small mud village was a
big occasion. A meeting took place
Two Piece Sweatsuit
in the center under the Boabab
tree, the elders and the head chief
• Tretorn Tennis ShoeiK
through Abdul exchanged and
extended a series of formal greetings with us. Abdul Kader Sal then
Squash •racfcetl '
briefly introduced our program,
and we proceeded to collect data,
What was the infant mortality
rate?—Fifty percent. How many
families were there in the village?
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The Bacchae: A Note From the Inside

By Paul Christensen

I'm the stage manager of The
Bacchae. You know, that play that
the Theatre Arts Department is
doing on Homecoming Weekend
(Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings, November 2, 3, and 4 at
8:00p.m. and Sunday afternoon,
November 5 at 2:00p.m.) You may
not know what a stage manager is,
and I must admit that it is rather a
difficult position to describe, but I
can say that he is the person who
sees more different aspects of a
production than anyone else. Here
is a description of some of the
things I have seen and anticipate"
seeing.
Sometimes when I'm sitting in
rehearsals, prompting and making
notes to myself about all of the
little things I have to do, I
remember that the play we're
working on is over twenty-three
hundred years old. What in the
world could something that 'ancient' have to do with modern life
or modern theatre? The answers

are a little astounding.
There is no denying that this
play is different in style than any of
the things we are accustomed to
seeing on the stage. However, this
play comes from the place and time
where theatre as an art was born.
Before the ancient Athenians did
their thing, theatre was just a part
of religious rituals. From this
artistic genesis hi Greece there are
some direct lines of descent, or
perhaps ascent is more appropriate, to modem theatre.
Take the idea of a chorus, for
example. Our chorus doesn't sing,
and their dancing is like nothing
from any musical comedy, but the
basic reason for their being there is
the same. They provide a feeling of
society, witnesses to the play who
explain some things to us and who
ask some of the questions we would
like to ask. It is significant that on
an enthusiastic impulse they had Tshirts printed that say "Cressida",
"Louise", "Kathy", "Alice",
"Felice", "Marianne", "Janet",

"Jill", or "Laurie" on the front and discovered the dramatic value of
"The Baccaettes" on the back. Any blood long before Hollywood did.
There is a certain style that
modern parallels you can draw are
apt. They work as hard on their things have in theatre: they are
choreography and unison speaking never exactly like life. To the
as any chorus from something like Greeks, the impulse to 'act' ina Gilbert and Sullivan operetta. volved masks and elaborate
Choreography, too, is an idea costumes. This has evolved into
of
the
ancient
Greeks. make-up and less codified clothing,
Etymologically it comes from the but the meaning is still the same.
word 'chorus'. Joseph Albano, a On Halloween, when you dress up
Trinity graduate in 1960, has spent a and get to pretend that you're a
lot of time and thought here. Mr. vampire or a witch for a few hours,
Albano is the founder of the you're participating in the same
Hartford Ballet and of the Albano basic activity. This play is not being
Ballet Academy. With help from produced with Greek costumes
members of the Academy ballet and setting, but there has been no
company and from Hope Malkan lack of imagination on the art of
'80, he has given the chorus a Martha Banks and Paul Eldridge in
creating a look for the characters
spectacular look.
Spectacle! There's another and a place for them to live.
The play itself, with its themes
thing without which modern
theatre wouldn't be the same. of responsibility, fate, irrationality,
Fascinating activity is something sensuality, and violence is
we've come to expect from modern fascinating. If your interest goes
musicals. It's amazing how many beyond seeing your classmates
tricks used in contemporary explore the unusual problems of
theatre and films to hold an this play, on Sunday , November 5
audience's attention can be seen in at 12:30 Professor John Williams of
Greek plays. If you go to see the Classics Department will speak
movies like laws because of their about The Bacchae at a special
gory detail, then you'll love The luncheon. Reservations for perBacchae.
The
Athenians formances or for the luncheon can

be made at the Austin Arts Center
Box Office or by calling 527-3062.
There's a lot to be discovered
here. Hank has to figure out how
an obsession for oder can become
irrational. David, has to imagine
what it would be like to be a god.
Todd and Tim have to let arthritis
settle into their joints and become
old men. And the messengers, they
are finding out what the essence of
storytelling is. Finding the best
solution to a problem: that's what
theatre tries to do.

Movie Review

Truffaut's Film Disappointing
By Alice M. O'Connor

Chorus members Lousie Dewar, Janet Rathburn, and Laurie Weltz
rehearse their parts hi Euripedes's tragedy "The Bacchae", which
will be produced this weekend at the Austin Arts Center.

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Halfway through Truffaut's The
Man Who Loved Women, I began
to wonder why 1 wasn't totally
enjoying it. There's alot to like in
this film: the characters are appealing, and human; the performances, particularly that of
Charles Denner- as the central
figure, are convincing; and the
story itself is charming in its wit
and its pathos.
But something is missing.

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

Because so much in this film is
likable, its failure to communicate
the vitality which pervades
Truffaut's other works is a
disappointment. What we've come
to expect from Truffeau is more
than just a good story; we expect
one which draws the viewer into its
own unfolding and its own logic,
allowing for a sense of having
participated in the film. And such a
vitality is possible given the story of
the man who loved women. But the
narrative (contained in the central
character's autobiography) doesn't
relate; its reminisces. As the story
unfolds, it becomes increasingly
difficult to identify with this man's
past. Truffaut's womanizer, as he
looks for satisfaction hi his past
becomes self-indulgent.
The film begins and ends with
the funeral of Bertrand Morand, A
man who had spent his life in the

company of women and who had
written a book about his experiences.
His mourners are
testimony to his single and continuous purpose in life. There are
no males at his funeral, only
beautiful women, each of whom in
one way or another had and still
loved Bertrand. But only at his
funeral does Bertrand realize his
life's goal; there he is surrounded
by many different
women
simultaneously, all willing to love
him. His grave is the center of the
fascinating yet intimidating island
of his dreams, an island inhabited
by women only.
The parade of the thing he
enjoyed most-women's legs-passed
his grave brings us to the start of
Bertrand's own narrative. : The
vignettes that comprise the major
portion of the film are tied together
cont. on page 9

A small price to pay
for culture.

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

Richard Staron

247-0234
f

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

prop.

Mr. Dealer: Breyere of
Kralt Inc. will reimburse
you 15$ plus 5* handling
allowance whan this coupon has been properly
redeemed for any two
Breyens yogurts by your
customer provided you
received it on your sale o(
Ihis product and that sufficient produci to cover all
redemptions has been
purchased by you within

8X4BY521
STORE

15COFF1BREYERS. I

All natural, creamy, full of fruit 1.
BREYERS!Real yogurt at its best!
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'A Perfect Stranger": Not Perfect, But Delightful
By Nick Noble
Those few who ventured into
Austin Arts on the Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings that
began the infamous Qpen Period,
and those fewer still who wandered
inside the Goodwin Theatre, were
treated most cheerfully to an
entertaining original musical: A
Perfect Stranger.
A Perfect Stranger, with book
and lyrics by Tom Fuller, and with
music by Gerald Moshell, is an
amusing melange of froth designed
to delight; and for the most part it
does.
The plot mixes a roguish thief
with a rich old woman, her jewels,
her lovely young daughter, a
bumbling Scotland Yard inspector,
a raffish butler, and the rest of a
frivilous host into a tasty soup of
mistaken identities, romance, and
rowdiness.
Not that the show was the best
of all worlds. As a piece of theatre

it had its stagnant moments. While
the second act was a smooth, wellworking example of dramatic
exposition, this was in direct
contrast to the first act, where its
spotty, episodic construction made
for some uneasiness.
However, this structural deficit,
and the overall ridiculous (and
sometimes illogical) nature of the
plot, was for the most part overcome by the fine music, the excellent voices, and by several
outstanding performances.
Doug Thorn as Edward Sable,
the show's sticky
fingered
protagonist, brought a lovely voice
and a reckless smile to the role
acquitting himself admirably.
Thom, teamed with Anne Fairbanks and her gorgeous soprano
sound as the beautiful Julia, gives
us two of Moshell's more pleasing
numbers, the Production's title
song, "A Perfect Stranger", is a
fine, flowing duet in the tradition of

musical love songs. The nearoperatic "Words" half-way through
the second act was a joy to the ear,
although unfortunately the piano
occasionally submerged the
singers. On his own Thom
presented "The Other Side", an
interesting piece musically, and
working effectively in combination
with a routine passage-of-time
sequence.
Comedy was the highlight of
the rest. Talbott Dowst as the inept
Inspector Thornblade, was coupled
hilariously with Geoffrey Dimtnick
as his equally air-headed assistant
Grover. Dimrnick in turn was
paired with Liz Rodie as his shrewd
but shrewish wife Cora: an excellent performance in what was
essentially a "bit" role. Dowst's
infallible sense of timing, and his
affectation of an interesting accent
(or perhaps it was simply a tone of
voice) abetted his entertaining
characterization.

YRT Mistakes Its Identity
By Paul Christensen

Work by Robert Auletta, the two
'plays' that make up Mistaken
The supreme gall of modern Identities, Yale Repertory has
intellectual theatre can sometimes mistaken its own identity as a
be astounding, To collect all of the theatre. This wast except for a few
clever things that one can say on nights I spent hugging the johii as a
all of the clever subjects that man freshman, the most distasteful and
has discovered and then to vomit angering evening I have ever spent.
that forth as an 'artistic' expression The mere babblings of any one
of the sickness of man seems to person on the subject of mental
have become
the
modern illness, in an attempt to purge
definition of playwriting. If so, I'll whatever perversities they find
have none of it.
within themselves, have no
In producing Identity Crisis by justifiable reason for being
Christopher Durang and Guess presented on the stage.

the east of the Yale Repertory Theatre's newest production,
"Mistaken Identities" straggles to bring "'dentity Crisis" to life.
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at Trinity College presents

THEBACCHAE
by Euripides
J.L.Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center

November 2-3-4 at 8p,m.
Lecture/Luncheon November 5
at 12:30 p.m.
For information and tickets
call 203-527-8062

When the 'plays' are such trash,
what can one say about the
directors, actors, and designers?
Immediately one can point a finger
of shame at them for complicity in
the propagation of such a
disgusting view of the animal that is
man. But beyond the nebulous area
of morality one can hold them
responsible to their craft.
The first piece, Identity Crisis,
is built around the bad joke of
conjugating the 'identity': I-dentity,
you-dentity, he/ she/ it-dentity,
etc. The 'play' is a simple insantiy
reversal. The whole world is wutso
exceptfor our heroine, Jane, who,
conversely, everyone in the piece
thinks is insane. They finally snap
her, she loses her identity as Jane,
and she joins their happy sick
world. Durang is at his absolute
worst, writing with a sophomoric
mania that I have never seen
before (not even in the stuff my
high school cronies and I churned
out). :
,:
All of the humor is based on
offensive absurdities. You can see
the jokes coming and the only
reason you laugh is because you
can't believe they actually happened.
Physically, the play is chaotic.
Now, chaos can be fun to watch.
The Marx Brothers are hilarious,
but the things they do are precise
and clean. Not so YRT. There are
many physical bits, with such
Freudian things as bananas, but
they are all so sloppy that one just
winces.
Slapstick has to be one leap
ahead of the audience at all times
or it loses its main weapon, surprise. Here the director, Frank
Torok, is at fault. He's the one
that's supposed to clean up the
staging.
Mark Linn-Baker acquitted
himself well in a difficult acting
test: he played a character who was
four characters. He had to rapidly
switch from being Jane's brother to
her father to her grandfather to her
mother's lover. It is to his credit
that one could almost immediately
identify which of these roles he was
in. Katherine Clark, as Jane,
achieved some fine emotional
moments, but seemed to lose
concentration now and then. The
other actors were rather unspectacular, except Darcy Pulliam,
whose style of embodying adjective after adjective was most
annoying.
Guess Work, the evening's
seccond treat (or rather, trick), was
a monologue. We got to know
cent, on page 9

One of the funnier scenes, fairly
early in the production, featured
the Four Maids of Harleston
Manor and the audience's
introduction to the palatial
estate. "Maids To Order" was a
delightful blend of slapstick
comedy
and
Gilbert-andSullivanesque humor, made even
more pleasing by the charming and
talented quartet of Rosanne
Bartolomeo, Lenora Eggers, Grace
Haronian, and Eleanor Wenner as
the maids.
Introduced in this "Maids"
sequence, was the butler Chaucer,
and in that role Madison Reilly
gave what this critic considered to
be one of the show's three truly
superb performances. Looking
ever so much like a little boy
having the time of his life. Reilly
brought an injured innocence, a
captivating charm, and a perfect
sense of timing to the novice
butler. And he was no slouch in the
voice department either, as was
epitomized by the simple brilliance
of "Chaucer's Lament".
Another perfect piece of acting
was turned in by Nina Wainwright
as the indomitable Lady Beatrice
Harleston. As the stately old
matriarch with a heart of gold and
a voice like brittle parchment,
Wainwright was exquisitely correct
and added immeasurably to the
production with her confident
portrayal.
But it was Michael Countryman, in the tiney part of Harry
Mercer, the surly, slovenly low-life
cockney associate of the great thief
Sable (Thom), who was the gem of
A Perfect Stranger. He was impressive early in the first act, but
then vanished too soon to make his
mark. But with his re-emergence
late in. the show's final moments,

Countryman's masterful theatrical
presence blossomed into an
uproarious characterization, and
he ran away with the dynamite
ensemble number "Society Style"
to the delight of the crowd.
As the distaff portion of Thorn's
thieving triumvrate, Ellen Gould
also did yeoman work as the hardbitten, rejected Brenda. Her
powerful voice and dramatic intensity worked well in a role that
blended the serious and the comic.
Her presentation of the song
"Runaways" was quite effective,
and you could feel the daggers in
her eyes and voice during her
amusing confrontation with Sable
in Harleston Manor.
As in all musical productions, finding actors who can sing
(or singers who can act) is
extremely difficult. Although the
limitations of the players are often
apparent, a measure of casting to
type managed to overcome the
more serious difficulties. Anne
Fair-banks' uneasy naivete was
perfect for Julia in the same way
Dough Thorn's raffish charm
proved just right for Sable.
A Perfect Stranger is a funny,
entertaining show, in need of some
polishing. A smoother first act, and
a little less stilted direction is
essential for any unanimous
success. Still, a grand score and a
delightfully escapist plot make it
even in its present form an emminentiy digestible sweet. Gerald
Moshell should be heartily complimented for his musical contribution, and the facility with
which he accompanied the entire
production without benefit of sheet
music or visible reference added to
the production's theatricality.
•""*"*'
All things considered, seeing
and hearing A Perfect Stranger was
an evening well spent.

Bjornsson Performs
The second recital of this
season's Trinity Organ Series will
feature organist Ragnar Bjornsson
oflceland who will perform in the
Trinity College Chapel on Friday,
November 3 at 8:15p.m.
Mr. Bjornsson's program will
consist of works by Vivaldi, Bach,
Messiaen and Icelandic composers
Sveinsson and Isolfsson, The public
is cordially invited to attend and
there is no admission charge.
Ragnar Bjornsson is organist
ofReykjavik Cathedral and one of
the most respected musicians in his
native Iceland.
As a concert organist he has
toured throughout Scandinavia as
well as in Germany and the Soviet
Union. His performances in the
Autumn of 1978 represent his North
American Debut tour.

In addition to his post at the
major church in Iceland, he is a
regular conductor of the Icelandic
Symphony Orchestra and a conductor of the National Opera
Theatre in Reykjavik.
Ragnar Bjornsson is a graduate
of the Reykjavik Conservatory
with a major in both piano and
organ. He then spent several years
studying organ in Germany where
his teachers include the noted
German concert artist Karl
Richter. Further training as a
conductor was received in Vienna,
Cologne and in Holland.
Reaction from the European
press to Mr. Bjornsson's performances are summed up by a
German critic who wtore, "May he
come back soon, this organ virtuoso from Reykjavik!"

WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC FM will play the following albums at 4:00 p.m. on
weekdays:
Tuesday, October 31: special Halloween concert, The Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Wednesday, November 1: Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes,
"Hearts of Stone"
Thursday, November 2: Landisfarne, "Back and Fourth''
Friday, November 3: Ramones, "Road to Ruin"
Monday, November 6: Steve Forbert, "Alive on Arrival"

Ticket Offer
This is the final opportunity to take advantage of the Yale
Repertory Theatre's Incredible Student Pass offer. The offer expires
November 11. The incredible Student Pass entitles any student to
see all seven .plays in the Yale Repertory Theatre's season, a box
office value of $56.00, for only $15.00. Passes are available at the
YRT box office on the corner of Chapel and York Streets in New
Haven.
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Announcements
ieiiert PEay
Saturday, Nov. 11, 8:00p.m.,
there will be a "Spectacle
Moliere" performed by the
Bernard Uzan Troupe in the
Lincoln Theatre at the
University of Hartford. Admission is $2.00 for students,
$3.00 for others.
Tickets are available now
from Prof. Sonia Lee or from
Ms. Susan Robards, Secretary of the Department of
Modern
Languages
&
Literatures.

French At Trinity
A) Soiree francaise, tous les
Lundis a partir de 9 heures du
soir au dortoir francais (Jackson
Hall). Venez vous amuser.
B) Table francaise, tous les
jeudis a 6:00 heures a Mather
Hall. (Dans la Petite chambre
rouge).
C) Musique francaise, tous
les samedis de Midi a quatorce
heures. WRTC FM (89.3).

Jobs Available
—Freshman or Sophomore to
be trained in printing press
operation and general office
work.
—Two positions open for
general office work.

—CONNPIRG requests two
students to assist the director
for a total of twenty hours a
week.
—Free room and meal:
Elderly Wethersfield woman
wants girl to prepare dinner in
exchange for private bedroom,
recreation room, den, and
evening meal. Contact Irene
Rodrigues, ext 365 for further
details.
—The Office of Financial Aid
requests that all students not
using their work-study eligibility
notify Irene Rodrigues. If you
are experiencing difficulties in
finding employment either on
campus or off, see the Job
Board outside the Financial Aid
office. There are several
positions still available.

Work In France
Princeton
University
sponsors a program for summer
work in France for students who
are fluent in French. Inavailable in one of the blue
binders in the office of
Educational Services and
Records Reading Room. The
application deadline in 15
December.

Notification Oeadline
Students planning to study
away from Trinity during the
Trinity Term (Spring) 1979 are
expected to complete all
arrangements and notify the
Office of Educational Services
and Records of their plans by
November 15, 1978.

Drop Deadline
The deadline for dropping
courses one is presently
enrolled in is Friday, November
10, 1978. That same day is the
deadline for finishing courses
graded incomplete from last
term or prior terms. After
November 10, any remaining
grade of incomplete becomes an
F.

Mystic Program
Professor
Benjamin
Labaree, Director of the
Williams
College-Mystic
Seaport program in American
Maritime Studies will be at
Trinity
on
Wednesday,
November 1, 1978. He will be
available at 4:30p.m. in Alumni
Lounge to discuss the program
with students who might be
interested in participating
during either semester of the
1979-80 year. Both Douglas
Bowman and Andrew Ben-

More Arts
Traffa-ut's
Disappointment
cont. from page 7
by Bertrand's memoirs, told first by
him and later, in the last scenes,
reflected upon by the woman
editor (Brigitte Fossey) who was
one of his last lovers.
The camera, as Bertrand, loves
the beautiful women it studies.
They are a race altogether unique
and altogether intriguing. And they
are Bertrand's obsession; nothing
else receives his full attention, not
even his work. Thus his
autobiography is a series of affairs.
Some are short, some long, some
affect him more deeply than
others. Of the more memorable, his
relationship with the unhappily
married Delphine (Nelly Borgeaut)
has him making love in only the
most dangerous and exposed
places, because she is a woman
who loves intrigue.
Bertrand loves the idea of
loving women. His sensual pleasure
is in giving them pleasure. He is no
playboy, no mere lady-killer.
Bertrand needs to be involved
with many women to justify, to
assure himself of his existence. And
so he contrives meetings with the
urgency of a desparately lonely
man. In the long run he sells
himself short, for upon meeting
women, he asks them only to
accept him. When they don't, he is
hurt. Sometimes when they do,
they are hurt, for Bertrand assumes
that his emotions are not for giving.
There is a mystery to Bertrand,
and the first part of the film begs
that it be solved. Yet when he starts
explaining himself we find that he
is insulated, distant, and more
concerned with justifying himself
than in being discovered. What he
tells us about himself, including the
scenes from his childhood, is not
revealing, precisely because it is
told in the process of self-analysis.
The second half of the film
becomes sketchy. Bertand's

tirelessness is tiring, for the viewer
has given up trying to find out what
this man gets from his pursuit of
women. How does he really see
himself, why do so many accept his
love, how can we understand him?
The editor, the only one of his
lovers who has read his book, feels
she knows more of him than
anyone else. But the viewer, who
has seen him surrounded by his
past, still knows little about Bertrand, for the film has not invited
its audience to solve its mystery.
We can sympathize and at times
identify with this man, but we
cannot understand the whole man,
only parts of him.
The Man Who Loved Women is
nonetheless a worthwhile film.
Triiffaut's presentation of Bertrand's idealized reality has him
envisioning women's, legs through
his car windshield and marking the
coming of Spring by the appearance of waves of women he
doesn't know—yet. Bertrand's
fantasies transform the mundane to
the exciting, providing for many
funny and absurd moments.
Charles Denner in the lead role is
attractive and disarmingly frank. It
is enjoyable to see him in action as
he revels in watching the
movement of women.
Perhaps the best thing about
this film is the way it shows reality
to have beauty. No plastic and
painfully thin models of femininity
here. Only women who are
beautiful for their natural expressions, their simple, everyday
and spontaneous looks. They are
accessible and they are feminine.
Truffaut
has avoided that
stereotypical pitfalls that his story
of a lover present. We can see why
Bertrand loved these particular
women and why at the same time
he loved the idea of women.
Unfortunately, we are not quite
sure just what his idea of women is.

Bach's
Lunch
The second program in the
monthly series of midday
concerts featuring the music of
Johann Sebastian Bach will be
held in the Trinity College
Chapel on Friday, November 3
at 12:30p.m. "Bach's Lunch" will
feature tenor James Bradley and
organist Phillip Isaacson.
The program will feature a
solo cantata "# 189 Maine Seele
Ruhmt and Preist" which may,
in fact, not have been composed
by Bach though it has long been
attributed to him. The featured
organ solo will be "The Prelude
and Triple Fugue in E Major"
by Bach.
Dr. Bradley is professor
classics at Trinity and serves as
tenor soloist in the Cathedral
Choir of Men and Boys at
Christ Church Cathedral in
Hartford. Mr. Isaacson is
organist and choirmaster at
Christ Church.
The audience is invited to
bring their lunch to the halfhour recital. Light lunches can
be purchased at a modest
charge. There is no admission
charge for the concerts.

dheim, students at Trinity
College, have participated in
the program in the past.

course are encourage to audit
this section of the course.

Ifiatii Audit

The Advertising Women of
New York Foundation, Inc. is
sponsoring a conference for all
college seniors and graduate
students with an interest in
advertising or communications,
to be held at Pace University in
N.Y. The conference will take
place on Saturday, November 4,
9a.m. to 5p.m. Pre-registration
is $5.00 For further information,
contact The Career Counseling
office.

Students who wish to audit
the last third of Mathematics
109, Probability and Precalculns,
in preparation or review for
Math 110, Calculus, during the
Spring Semester of 1979, should
see either Prof. Klimczak or
Prof. Poliferno as soon as
possible. All students planning
to take Mathematics 110 who are
not currently enrolled in a math

Classified
Babysitter wanted. Free room and board offered to the right, caring
student - 2 children aged 3 months and 4 years. Average time
babysitting is 3 hours/day. Home located on campus. Call Wayne or
Carol Asmus at 524-0706.

Tuesday, Oct. 31

sponsored by the Women's
Center. Open to the public.
Cinestudio 8:30a.m.
"The Drive For Power,,'
eighth in Jacob Bronowski's
series The Ascent of Man, will
be shown. The film concerns the
industrial revolution. It will be
repeated
on
Thursday,
November 2, at 4:00p,m. in the
Cinestudio.

English Department Building
115 Vernon
4:00p.m.
The Poetry Center will hold
an open house. Come and learn
about poetry on campus. The
public is invited and refreshments will be served.
Religion Department Building
70 Vernon St.
4-5:30p.m.
There will be a Halloween
Open house for all students and
faculty. Refreshments will be
served.
McCook Auditorium
7:00p.m.
The Women's Center is
sponsoring the film "Chris and
Bernie." Discussion will follow
in the Women's Center.

Thursday, Nov. 2
Faculty Club
4:00p.m.
"The Holocaust in Contemporary/ Consciousness," a
Hillel lecture, will be presented
by Prof. Michael Berenbaum of
the Dept. of Religion, Wesleyan
University. AU are welcome.
Wean Lounge
7:30p.m.
There will be a group
program focusing on career
awareness. All students are
invited to the program which is
designed to help identify past
successes,
skills,
and
achievements.
Women's Center
9:00p.m.
•
Lynn Boettger will appear at
a coffee house.
. .._ ...

Wednesday, Nov. 1
Wean Lounge
3:30p.m.
There will be a meeting of
the President's Council on
Minority Affairs. Minority
students and students from
overseas are invited to attend.
Wean Lounge
7:30p.m.
Discussion of the lifestyles of
professinal women will be
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Production Meeting
ATTENTION: Anyone interested in any facet of theatrical,
production (lights, sound, costumes, set construction) should attend
the production meeting for Ibsen's Hedda Gabler. The meeting will \
be held at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, November 7 in the Greenroom in,
the Austin Arts Center.

Mistaken Identities

cont. from p.8
more about Antonio than even
Antonio wanted to know. The
heart of his argument was the
necessity for "out guessing them",
for being unpredictable. He talked
about the woods, and about the
woman he had killed, and about the

Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE
Happy Hour

Career Conference

11-4 P.M.

Ill New Britain Ave.

woman he hadn't killed, and about
the puma, and about the white
riders, and about a dozen more
things.
He spoke about each topic
several times, saying pretty much
the same thing about it each time.
The character kept wanting to
leave the stage and I kept hoping
he would,
The actor, David Clennon,
failed to hold my attention because
half of the time he wasn't paying
attention to what he was talking
about.
It is claimed that commercial
theatre does not support new
playwrights, and so people like
Durang and Auletta must seek
subsidies from foundations. If these
two "plays' are representative, then
I lide with the commercial theatre;
these collections of words are not
worth performing. The only
possible reason you could dream
up for wanting to spend money on
Mistaken Identities is so that you
could want an evening to end.
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More Sports
Trinity Crews At The Head Of The Charles
. spectators lined
. . . the
. . .shore
It was a beautiful Indian» partying
Summer day, and literally thou- to witness the 14th Annual Head of
sands upon thousands of picnicking the Charles Regatta 'twixt Boston

__J Cambridge,
/-,._I._SJ_- on
._ Sunday
c j . „ Oct.
n-t
and
22nd.
Trinity was there too, and did

Women's Tennis No. 2 In New England
by Betsy GUdersleeve
The 1978 Varsity Women's
Tennis season was one of the most
successful in Trinity history. A
team of unusual talent and depth,
the Varsity Racquet Women have
swept through their tough schedule
to celebrate an almost-final
seasonal score of 8-1. The only
defeat came early in the season
when Dartmouth, by far the most
powerful team Trinity faced this
season, squeaked by with a 5-4
victory.
The UConn match has yet to be
played, due to foul weather
conditions, but is scheduled for
today, home at 3:00.
The Lady Bantams went into
the New England's last weekend
with high hopes for securing the
elusive number one ranking.
Although this goal was not
realized, it is hard to find fault with
Trinity's excellent
showing.
Earning 36 points, and a H 2 New
England ranking, the Trin team
was only 4 points behind first
ranked Dartmouth.
Muffy Rogers was ranked # 3 in
the tournament. In the semifinals
she faced the # 1 singles player
from Mt. Holyoke who had
previously spoiled her hopes for an
undefeated seasonal record.
Muffy's confident 6-2, 6-4 revenge
, masted her to the finals. Here she
' faced H I Seed Betsy Richmond of
Harvard. In that tense and exciting

battle, both opponents displayed
outstanding skill, and after an
extremely close struggle in the
second
set, Muffy
finally
surrendered 64, 7-5.
Wendy Jennings was defeated
earlier in the tournament. After a
long morning match, Wendy
returned to the court for a third
round match early in the afternoon
only to be handed a disappointing
loss by the U 3 singles player from
Dartmouth.'
Sue Levin and Dena Kaplan,
Trinity's first doubles team, fought
their way to the semifinals as the
# 3 seeded team. Here they faced
the # 1 team from Dartmouth and
bowed out at 6-0, 6-3. The Dartmouth team went on to win the
tournament.
Trinity's ft 2 pair, Holly
Doremus and Eileen Kern, were
seeded 7th and successfully
reached the quarterfinals. They
then faced the ft 2 seeded team
from BU and in a long, tough, 3 set
match admitted defeat, 6-4, 7-6, 62.
The team is losing just two
seniors this year but they are Muffy
Rogers (# 1) and Sue Levin (# 1
doubles), two of the team's
biggest stars.
Muffy sported an 8-1 record this
season, the only singles player to be
triumphant »t Dartmouth. Muffy
eventually captured the # 2 singles

ranking in New England. Muffy
was one of Trinity's strongest
women tennis players ever.
Sue Levin was one half of the
undefeated first doubles team and
Dena Kaplan, a returning freshman, was the other half. Trinity's
doubles has never been particularly
strong in the past but the solid,
dependable strength of this year's
doubles was hard to beat. Coach
Jane Millspaugh was extremely
pleased by the successful doubles
teams.
Wendy Jennings (W 2) will be
Trinity's returning senior next
year. After 3 outstanding seasonal
performances, Wendy is again
projected to be one of the coming
team's biggest assets.
Brenda Erie (# 3) will also be
an asset to next year's team. With
an 8-1 record, Brenda's only loss
came from Dartmouth.
Eileen Kern and Holly
Doremus paired up for second
doubles and they too had but one
loss. Both will be welcomed as
returning veterans next year.
Ann Pfister (# 4), Beth Mora
(H 5), Wendy Markhoff<# 6), and
the third doubles team of Martha
Brackenridge and Kathy Schlein
should all return with a season's
worth of experience under their
belts to make next year's Trinity
Varsity Women's Tennis Team
unbeatable.

fairly
fairlv well
well considering
considerine that
that they
they
were rowing without an Intermediate class, and so for the first time
found themselves pitted against
the really big-time rowing powers.
Coach Norm Graf entered in the
Veterans Singles race, and finished
an impressive 14th out of 40 boats,
boding well for the Bantam races
ahead.
The two freshman boats did
surprisingly well. The lights were
probably the only freshman boat
entered in the Club 8 race, and they
finished 34th. The heavies produced the finest showing of a
freshman boat ever in the Youth 8
competition, finishing 23rd.
The best single showing of any
Trinity boat that day was turned in
by the Women's 4, who tied for
sixth in a field of 40. The boat
consisted of Debbie Davis, Liz
Kelly, Sue Proctor, DeDe Look, and
Andrea Scully cox.
Trinity's double scull finished

22nd,
22nd, against
against quite
quite a few international crews. A mixed 8 of Trin
alumni and Varsity women finished
20th. In a hard-luck race, the
usually strong Trinity Varsity lights
placed only 26th.
A lightweight four comprised of
Varsity candidates finished tenth
out of 40, so all is not lost for the
lights.
The finest Trinity outing othet
than the successful women came
with the Men's Varsity Heavyweight 8 racing in the Championship 8 event. Coxed by Liz Billing,
with Dave Diefenbach, Jeff Siekierski, Tom Hunter, Barr Flynn,
John Danaher, Mike Smith, Tom
Knowiton, and Al Gray, the big
boys finished 16th out of 40, behind
only Coast Guard in our division,
and topping powerhouses like
Columbia and FIT (last year's
runner-up at Dad Vail). Things look
well for the spring.
Related story page 3.

Men's Soccer Falls To 1-5-3
It was a rough two weeks for
the Trinity Men's Varsity Soccer
Team. They tied Bentley, and then
proceeded to.lose the next three in
a row.
The Bentley game was a hard
fought, excitingly close contest.
The result was a 0-0 tie as the
defenses of both teams were airtight. Trinity goaltender Tom Adil
made some excellent saves, but it
was Trinity's man-to-man operation
that saved the day, especially
Kevin Maloney, Larry Hallett,
Steve Stade, and Co-Capt. Paul
Pieszak.
The next two games were the
low points of the season for the
Bantam booters. At Union
Trinity was outplayed, outshot,
outhustled, and outstripped to the
tune of 4-0.

The UHart game was none
too good either as the Hilltoppers
were beaten decisively ,3-0.
The Bantams managed to
return to some semblance of
cohesive play against Conn.
College last Saturday. Although
Conn.
scored
first
and
early, Trinity replied before the
half ended with a tally by Carl
Schiessl. Trin, for the most part,
dominated play against a strong
Connecticut team, but with scant
minutes remaining, the home team
managed to slip one by a hurting,
tired Tommy Adil, to make -Ate
final 2-1.
Three games remain for the
booters. Next Saturday they take
on Amherst for Homecoming, then
they close with Wesleyan.

Women's Soccer Ends At 1-2

Congressman Bill Cotter does more
than care about the issues that affect
us most-he works, speaks, and
votes until something gets done about those issues!
Bill Cotter is running for re-election to the Congressional seat he's filled so
effectively, Keep his positions and his actions in mind when you vote on
November seventh.
.
'
Cotter Cares About Taxes: When the government attempted to include
company-subsidized, meals as part of our taxable income, it was Cotter who
stepped in to defeat that proposal..
He is a member oi the highly influential House Ways and Means
Committee, the best possible position in which to continue acting on tax
reform.
V
•
Cotter Cares About Social Security: When millions of elderly were faced
with a big rise in hospital and doctor bills through Medicare, Cotter stopped
that increase.
,
• .
'
.
He helped rewrite the new Social Security law giving greater benefits to
millions of retired Americans.
.
A member of the House Ways and Means subcommittee on Social
Security, Cotter,will continue to protect the rights and needs of the elderly.
Cotter Cares About Jobs: When unfair foreign competition threatened 900
Connecticut ballbearing industry jobs, Cotter led thefight-and won,
When the jobs of over 3,000 Connecticut workers were jeopardized by
the importation of duty-free Soviet watches, Bill Cotter passed legislation to
curtail this practice.
Cotter Cares About Investment Tax Credit: Cotter recently won a major
House amendment granting businesses a 10% tax credit on renovating
existing offices, factories, and retail warehouses. That will keep more jobs
and more businesses in Connecticut.
Cotter Cares About Education: Cotter was an original sponsor of tuition tax
credits for elementary and secondary education.

Vote lor the entire Democratic team on November seventh.

| « e r .
committee to re-elect Congressman Bill Cotter. Francis McVane, treasurer,

Trinity's brand new Women's
Soccer program closed out its
three-game season with a 2-0 loss to
UConn. Earlier the Bantam
Booters had been downed by
Wesleyan, and their lone win was a
4-0 shutout over Mt. Holyoke. The
loss to UConn closes out their
maiden season at 1-2 again in intercollegiate competition.
Against UConn Trinity's offense had a tough time producing,
but the stalwart defense of Cathy
Anderson, Polly Lavery, Anne
Martin, Jane Dwight, Beth Shipley,
and Terry Samdperil also proved
outstanding against the harddriving Husky attack. In the goal
for the Bantams, Sarah Parran did
fine work, and was thwarted only
twice: once by a penalty shot, and
once by a dribbling sphere that
looked like it was going out.
Coach Kathie Lipkovich was
pleased with this year's squad. She
commented that the women
"were very enthusiastic and interested in learning to play soccer.
Their skills improved tremendously
from the first day of practice (Sept.
11) till the last game (Oct. 19)."

Lipkovich also mentioned the
praise opposing coaches had
heaped upon Trinity's newest
athletic club.
Strengths abounded on this
year's squad. Penny Albritton and
Sarah Parran were platooned in
goal, and both proved to be eflEective stoppers in the clutchCathy Anderson was the defensive
standout, but excellent performances were turned in as well
by the entire corps of defenders.
including Jane Dwight, Anne
Martin, Beth Shipley, and Terry
Samdperil, just to name a fewSally Larkin was the Bantam's
offensive star, but again superb
soccer was played by Suzanne
Herr, Polly Lavery, Bundy Lee,
Minnie Mahoney, Tracy Partridge.
Mary Badoyannis, and Gail Scott.
With most of this fall's pack
returning next year, Coach
Lipkovich hopes to add several
more games to the schedule. The
sport will retain its club status, but
who knows what another good
season or two will bring to the
fortunes of Women's Soccer at
Trinity.

JV Field Hockey 6-1
...
Although playing in the shadow
of an undefeated Varsity, the JV
Field Hockey team also did well,
While they lost their first contest 3T i n Williamstown, they swept the
remainder of their schedule to post
an impressive 6-1 record.
Their last win was a 1-0 blanking
of Mt. Holyoke. High-scorer Ro
Spier notched the lone Bantam
goal, as goalie Cyndie Hume
secured her fourth shutout of the
season.
Outstanding for the Bantams

offensively, along with Spier, were
Carol Zug, Janie Coolidge, Lisa
Halle, Ellen Nalle, Carol Passarelli.
and Gay Gordon.
Providing incredibly strong
defense to protect Hume weic
Parsons Witbeck, Sue Haff, Lisa
Keene, Lisa Nolen, Ginny Gardner, and Melissa Gagan.
Probably the team's outstanding all-around player in terms
of effectiveness and timely stickwork, was Sherry Benzel, named
the Most Improved Player of the
1978 Field Hockey program-
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More Sports
Varsity Field Hockey Ends Undefeated Season
by Nick Noble
The blare of trumpets and the
pop of champagne corks have faded
into yesterday, but for thirteen
Trinity women and their two
coaches the memories will never
fade. From September through
October of 1978 was a time that
belonged to Trinity Field Hockey.
Amassing an unbeaten and unsurpassed 9-0-1 record, the 1978
Varsity Hockey team established
itself in the hearts and minds of
many as the best ever. With a
potent offense that notched a
record-setting forty-one goals, and
with a superbly stingy defensive
corps that allowed only twelve in
reply over the course of the
ten-game season, these Bantams of
autumn skyrocketed into the Trinity sports spotlight.
*********************
Not that it ended to exultant
shouts and cheers of triumph. They
say a tie is like kissing your sister,
or in this case your brother. On the
final day of the 1978 season the
Trinity Field Hockey team battled
to a 1-1 tie against the Holyoke
horde, to clinch an undefeated
season, but not with the resounding victory all had expected.

A college President, lots of
parents, and a cheering Tennis
Team all showed their appreciation
for the Bantam baker's dozen in the
minutes preceding their final contest. The game began with both
teams playing as if they were
asleep. Then Trinity woke up, and
began applying some amazing
offensive pressure against Mt.
Holyoke, but the women from the
north held tough against threat
after threat. Halfway through the
first thirty-five minutes the momentum changed hands and Holyoke surged towards the Bantam
goal mouth. But the Trinity defense
held fast. Kathy Crawford and
Carol McKenzie cleverly turned the
tide time and again, and when they
could not, goalie Anne Warner
proved a stellar performer.
Then, as the minutes wound
down, Trinity tried again, but
although they took numerous
shots, they were all just off, or the
Hoiyoke defenders proved equal to
their task. At nalftime it was 0-0.
Holyoke came out burning in
the second half. Paula Baker,
former Trinity talent turned defector, went one on one against'
Warner and lost that round.
Holyoke continued to press, but the
great Kathy Crawford managed to
break up that drive with customary
brilliance.

Control of the game swung
Trinity's way, and led by Captain
Frances "Spit" Dobbin, they took
it to Holyoke. A thousand frustrating tries later, Dottie Bundy
slipped the ball to Susie Saltonstall,
who fired it past the enemy
netminder to put Trinity on top 1-0.
With three minutes to go it
looked like the Bantams would hold
on for win number ten, but Holyoke
never gave up, and scored past a
lunging Warner as the clock began
its two minute countdown. The
threatening Paula Baker was in on
the assist.
The final score: 1-1. There was
champagne, but no cheers. The
Varsity celebrated quietly. Undefeated. Unsurpassed. It had
been a long season. There would be
cheering, shouting, celebrations
aplenty to come with the evening.
Presentations, poems, songs, and
smiles of triumph after a job well
done: all these woulld happen, but
that which was over could never by
truly recaptured again.
*******************
Six seniors say farewell to the
Bantam hockey swarth:
Kathy Crawford: Trinity's Most
Valuable Player for 1978. A dynamic defense-person, Crawford was
instrumental in setting up countless offensive thrusts with her

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
It's true, against Colby Trinity had its finest day on the ground in a good many years, with both
John Flynn and Paul Votze collecting over one hundred yards and two touchdowns apiece. But with a
minute left Trin was still behind by three, so the conversation in the huddle went something like this:
"Can you do it?" asked Quarterback Mike Foye, the nation's fourth ranked passer in Division II, of
Pat McNamara.
"Why not?" replied the nation's number one ranked receiver, any division.
So they went to it. Foye passed for four first downs, three to McNamara, and finally to Peerless Pat
again for the winning touchdown. Fifteen seconds showed on the clock.
Against Coast Guard Mike Foye completed ten passes, all to the man described by Owen Canfield
of The Courant as having "magnets for fingers." Big Mac chalked 135 yards on those ten catches,
firmly solidifying his number one national standing, as Foye upped his total yardage to 1,128. The
Trinity record for passing yards in a season by an individual is 1,382. With two games to go Foye is

stolen passes. A hard-driving,
determined, tower of strength, her
devastating defensive skills will be
sorely missed. Her primary contribution, however, was to team
morale. Her wild sense of humor
made even the most high-pressure
situations bearable.
Francie Dobbin: The Captain.
All are agreed, "Spit" was the
best-ever captain for the best-ever
team. Her outstanding leadership,
her never-say-die .attitude, her
brilliant skills (especially at scoring
off corners), and her guidance of
younger players: these can never
be replaced.
Megan Ryan: Super-sub! In the
last few games of the season Ryan
proved she could hold up her end
defensively, and provided some
able support for goalie Warner
against Smith and Wesleyan. Her
energy, enthusiasm, and dedication added a spark to the game this
fall.
Susie Saltonstall: An important
part of Trinity's offensive machine,
Saltonstall rang up a quartet of
goals and provided many key
assists in clutch situations. Experience, speed, and consummate
skills were the contributions of this
fine player.
Anne Warners Goaltender extraordinaire! Not enough can be
said about this effervescent, ebullient senior, ever shouting encouragement to her defense. "They're
goal hungry!" and "Don't give up,
Trin!" became her trademarks.
Her spirited play inspired many a
victory. And forty-five saves,
twenty clears, and a pair of
shut-outs ain't too bad either.
Carter Wurts: Weaving in
and out of opposing defenses,
diving past the net while shooting
across for the goal, the dazzling
Ms. Wurts collected eight tallies
and handfulls of assists to provide
key offensive thrusts with the
necessary drive,
"It's going to be rough losing
six seniors," acknowledges Coach
Robin Sheppard. "That's the most
we've ever had, and they were
really instrumental to our success
this year."
Yet there will be as many as ten
experienced seniors to choose from
next fall. Co-Captain-elect Laurie

Fergusson will return to be the
team's offensive sparkplug. Lorraine DeLabry, who performed
with consistent excellence throughout the season, even during the
slumps, will return to anchor down
her halfback spot. Two fullbacks
with considerable experience on
this year's undefeated team, Carol
McKenzie and Cindy Higgins, will
also be back. McKenzie's aggressive hustle and Higgins' dynamic
determination both made for some
outstanding defensive play this
season.
Then there are those brave
souls returning from foreign
shores. Co-Captain-elect Lisa
Parker is an extremely versatile
athlete who can pfay at any
position, but most likely she'll see
duty at either halfback or forward,
Francie Plough can play a strong
defensive game, and she too will be
returning, Trina Abbott, Katie
Jebb, and Angela Vorder-Bruegge
will also be back in the Bantam
fold.
Always a problem, however,
are those juniors spending the year
abroad. But then they thought that
would be a problem this year. Still
it is true that the brunt of Trinity's
bone-crunching offerise was made
up of either seniors or sophomores.
Hopefully high-scorer Dottie
Bundy will be back, but she can't
do it all alone. Kim Henning and
Lisa Lorillard, who were incredibly
effective on offense and defense
respectively, are both sophomores,
as is Ro Spier, the JVs high scorer.
Speaking of JVs, several of those
fine players could rise to the top.
The future is far from grim.
"It was an excellent season,"
said Coach Sheppard, "and it was
the team that did it. They were all
so unselfish. They played so well
together. The seniors were gret
leaders, It was fun."
Assistant Coach Sue McCarthy
summed it up. "I learned a lot this
season. Working under Coach
Sheppard and with all these super
skilled players Was an educational
experience, I'll never forget it; it
was so rewarding.''
The curtain has rung down on
the 1978 Field Hockey season; the
last trumpet has sounded. It was
great.

JV Football 4-0
>, x : .jaror;

Pat McNamars

photo by Peter Wilson

mighty close. The Trinity record for TD passes received in a season is eight. Pat McNamara is one shy
with seven. The legendary Ron Duckett set the seasonal record for yards gained receiving with 834 in
1973. Mac already has 754, and again with two games to go it seems that the record book is in for a
revision.

Doyle Appointed
Trinity Basketball Coach Dan
Doyle has been named to an AtLarge Position on the Public
Relations
arid
Promotions
Committee of the National
Association of Basketball Coaches.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
There will be a short but important meeting for all women
interested in playing intercollegiate Lacrosse this spring, today,
Tuesday, October 31, at 4:15 p.m., in the Tansill Room of the Ferris
Athletic Center. If unable to attend, contact Coach Robin Shepoard,
FAC, ext. 453.

conf. from p . 12
double duty, and performed admirably at both. Other blocking
linemen Paul O'Brien, Pete Smialek, and Jim Kachadoorian were
usually successful in their attempts
to blow the opposition out.
Friday's Bantam squad was a
lot larger in number, and they
again proved victorious, as Southern Connecticut went down in
defeat, 32-18.
The opening Trin drive resulted
in a 6 yard TD pass from Romano to
Braskamp. Tom Savage's PAT was
good.
After that, however, the defense dominated. Bill Fiske nabbed
a fumble on Southern's first play
from scrimmage. Bill Lindquist,
Jack Greene, and Joe Penella
supplied key plays in keeping the
opposition scoreless, in the first
half.
After an incredibie 70 yard pass
play to Frank Netcoh where he
outran the entire Southern team,
the score was 14-0. Chuck Welsh
capped the scoring with a 35 yard
interception which he turned into
Trin's third touchdown.
In the second half, despite fine
play by Steve Mickleson and Doug
Cannone, Southern ran for two
unanswered tallies. Both

sion attempts were no good thanks
to alert defensive play.
After Mike Cooke recovered a
blocked punt on the Southern
thirty, Trinity regained consciousness offensively, and Joe Gamaehe
rolled over the goalline (and
various defenders) for six. That
drive, was sustained by some fine
running on the part of Armando
Paolino.
Further outstanding play on the
special teams kept the game out of
reach for Southern. Dave Johnson
recovered a fumble on the kickoff
following the fourth Trin TD, and
although the offense went nowhere, Mark Padden's accurate
punt placed Southern on their own
1 yard line. From there, defensive
end Steve Mickleson came up with
an interception on the 10 which he
converted into 6 points.
Solid defensive play was provided by Shaun Finnegan, Dan
Jacobs, Bill Lindquist, Jack
Greene, Joe Penella, and Jon Blake
all day. The defensive backfteld
was responsible for incredible pass
coverage. And perhaps the key
factor in the win was the punting of
Mark Padden, as he averaged
45.25 yards on 8 punts.
The JV Bantams will shoot for
an undefeated season next Friday
as they take on Amherst. away.
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'*****^Waterpolo Now 17-1, Getting Set For New
Southern controlled the game in
a single tally by Randy Brainerd.
Trin broke the game open in the the third quarter although Trin lead
second quarter on the strength of at the end, 9-8. Houk scored on a
their defense. Goalie Fritz Eberle pretty outside shot and Reilly
was especially sharp blocking the lobbed one off a drive to keep the
Huskie's torrid outside shots. Ducks astride. Goalie Eberle kept
Within the first minutes of the Trin in the game with key saves.
second quarter the Calgi-to-Reilly Even though Trin had the lead it
connection warmed up as Reilly seemed only a matter of time
seared in two straight goals. Rich before ' Southern would roll over
Katzman hit from the outside, them.
Reilly put through two more, and
With a minute gone in the
Calgi swished one to give Trin a 9-3 fourth quarter Reilly was kicked out
lead at halftime.
of the game and Southern moved in
Throughout the second half, for the kill. The Owls scored three
Hinton and Katzman worked the straight goals within two minutes
pick to perfection while Murphy to take an 11-9 lead. The Ducks
and Houk were hawks on defense, looked parphed and their offense
intercepting passes and helping was flat. However, with three
Fritzie block shots. The Ducks minutes remaining in the game a
scored eleven goals in the second metamorphasis took place. The
half as Katzman paved the way seemingly beaten Trinity squad
with six of his game high 7 goals. began to pool their forces together.
Two weeks ago Monday, Trinity Calgi scored twice, and Brainerd, Trin's comeback was keyed on
mastered the minions of Westfield Hinton, and Reilly put through Mike Hinton, as he scored two
quick goals off of push backs to
State 18-10 in a controversial game. singleton tallies.
On Tuesday nite, Trin hoped give Trin a tie with Southern at 11
Westfield proved bothersome in
the first quarter which ended 5 all. that their moist play of the past all. With 1:30 left in the game,
The Ducks took a 13-7 halftime lead fifteen games would continue Hinton hit on the gamer to give
and were ahead 18-10 at the end of against So. Conn, in a league- Trin a 12-11 lead. The remaining
the third quarter when a slight designated game. It seemed that 1:30 Was the ultimate test of the
skirmish between both teams took all was ripe for Trin as they opened Trinity defense. Eberle made the
place to force the game to end up a 3-1 first quarter lead. Reilly hit save of the game on a two-on-one
abruptly. Co-captain coaches Rob on two goals and Calgi hit on a as he gallantly blocked a point
Calgi and Kent Reilly led Trinity in penalty shot. It seemed that Trin blank shot off his face. Southern
scoring with six and five goals was in full gear as they opened up a controlled the rebound and worked
respectively, Mike Hinton tossed in 7-2 lead thru the middle of the the ball to gain another inside shot
three, whilst Teddy Murphy and second quarter. Hinton scored where Calgi skied up and blocked
twice driving off the pick, Houk on the shot away. Again the Owls
Tick Houk tallied two goals apiece.
Last Monday nite, the Ducks a breakaway, and Calgi on a controlled the rebound and attraveled to the wilds of Storrs. to man-up situation. However, two tempted to work the ball. To the
grapple UConn in a league-desig- key kickouts and a lack of concen- credit of Brainerd, Murphy, and
nated game. Trin held a slight 3-1 tration turned the momentum Houkon defense, Southern got off a
l$ad in thefitst quartet on the around to Southern as they scored weak shot that Eberle pounced on
strength otfrvo goals by Reilly and ~ thtee quick goals to trail 7-5.
and the game was history.

The Trinity College Water Polo
Team ended their regular season
play at 17-1 and have attained the
number one seed .going into the
Div. II New England Championships to be held at Southern Conn.
State College Sat. and Sun., Nov.
4-5. Over the past two weeks the
Ducks have beaten Westfield St.
18-10, UConn 20-7, So. Conn.
12-11, and URI 6-5 before bowing
to the #8 team in the nation in Div.
I, Brown, 16-6. Trin's mark of
sixteen straight wins missed the
college record for most wins in a
row for any sport by one. In
addition, 1978's Water Polo squad
has already set all new team
records: most wins in a season (17),
' longest win streak (16), team
offense (16.3 goals/game), team
defense (8.2 goals/game), and
team shooting percentage (54%).

Trinity put their winning streak
on the line last Thursday as they
tackled Division I powerhouse
Brown. In addition, Brown and
Trinity were the only remaining
unbeaten teams in Div. I-II. Trinity
appeared uneasy at the start of the
game as Brown scored four straight
goals in the first minute of play.
Reilly got one back for Trin and the
score "stood 4-1.
The bottom fell out jn the
second half as Trinity was assessed
ten kick-out fouls within the first
four minutes of play. Katzman,
Reilly, and Calgi were all ejected
from the game. Brown capitalized
on the man-up situations to vault to
an 11-3 halftime lead. Trin played
better in the second half, and the
final score stood 16-6. Hinton
scored twice whilst Calgi, Murphy,
and Brainerd accounted for the
rest.
Trinity contested URI last Friday in the final regular season
game. A win over Rhode Island
would secure the Ducks a perfect
record in the Southern Conference
of Div. II and thus the first seed
going into the New Englands.
Reilly and Calgi traded push off
goals in the opening minutes of the
first quarter. Reilly scored another
off a Katzman pass to give Trin a
3-0 lead in the first quarter.
For the remainder of the game
Eberle and the URI goalie played
like men possessed. Each turned
back seemingly impossible shots.
URI struck for three goals in the
quarter despite the superlative
efforts of Eberle. The Ducks were
unable to control the flow of the
game. In the third quarter, Reilly

scored on a fine gross-and-go to
give Trin a 4-3 lead. Eberle made
three fantastic saves on one-onones. URI scored a goal at the end
of the third quarter and another at
the beginning of the fourth quarter
to take a 5-4 lead. For the next
couple of minutes Trin wasted
many opportunities on moronic
outside shots. However, Trinity
began a comeback which keyed on
Rob Calgi. Reilly hit Calgi with a
perfect pass and Calgi put it by the
URI goalie to tie the score up. Both
teams marched up and down the
pool, coming up scoreless due to
the brilliance of both goaltenders.
With 1:30 to play, the Ducks
controlled the ball until Calgi
winged a backhand past the
Rhodey goaltender for the gamer.
With their 17-1 record, Trin
hopes that the win over URI will
carry them to a new winning streak
that will encompass the New
England and Eastern Championships. Numerous individual records
have been broken despite the fact
that there are seven games remaining. Rob Calgi has already
broken the single season scoring
record of 124 points held by Dave
Teichmann with 74 goals and 75
assists for 149 points. Kent Reilly
has 74 goals and 36 assists for 110
pts, Mike Hinton 44 goals and 35
assists, Rich Katzman 34 goals and
24 assists, and Randy Brainerd 25
goals and 12 assists. Goalie Fritz
Eberle is once again rewriting the
books with his goals against avg. of
7.3, saves/game of 12.5, and is
probably the most efficient goalie
in New England, stopping 63% of
the shots thrown against him.

Trinity Football Conquers Colby, Coast Guard*

by Dave Smith
Behind the powerful running of
Captain John Flynn and the last
minute heroics of QB Mike Foye
and split end Pat McNamara, the
Trinity Bantams eked out an
exciting offensive battle over Colby,34-30.
The key to the Bantam win was
the strong running of backs John
Flynn and Nicky Votze. Flynn
rambled through the Colby line
with runs of 29, 21, and 18 yards
among 38 carries for 177 yards and
a pair of one yard TD plunges.
Votze also had his best afternoon of the season as he rolled for
108 yards on 13 attempts and two
touchdowns.
The Bantams tallied first, capitalizing on a Colby fumble and
moving 15 yards in 4 plays for
Flynn's score.
Late in the second period, with

Trinity leading 7-6, the Bants took
a punt on the Colby 24 yard line.
After a Foye scramble for 5, Votze •
crashed for 8 yards to the 11. Two
plays later the big back put Trinity
on top 13-6 as he rushed over from
9 yards. Dan Jacobs added the PAT
to make it 14-6. Two plays later,
defensive back Tom McGowan
picked off his first of two key
interceptions to give the Bantams
the ball on their own 48 yard line.
As the Trinity front line cleared out
the opponent's defense, Flynn and
Votze moved the team upfield
towards another score with just 57
seconds remaining in the half.
Votze took a quick dive up the
middle for 10 yards and 6 points.
Trailing 20-6, Colby used the
big play to get them ba*ck into the
game. The Colby QB hit his wide
receiver for 37 yards and kept the

Mules close. On the opening .
kickoff of the second half, Mule
halfback Chris Dolan sprinted 82
yards on a brilliant runback to knot
the game at 20-20.
The teams exchanged touchdowns, and as the game neared the
end they stood deadlocked at 27-27
Colby moved close for a score
behind the rushing Dolan. With
first and 10 on the Bantam 11, the
Mules tried to pound in for the
score, but the Trinity defense held
fast and Colby settled for a field
goal to give them a 30-27 lead.
With less than three minutes
remaining, the Bantams got the
ball on their own 20 yard line. Foye
hit McNamara 3 times and tight
end Jim Samsel once as the
Bantams moved steadily upfield.
the clock showed a mere 39 seconds
left as Foye lofted the winning TD

Cross Country Sweeps Three Straight
The Trinity cross-country team
performed the unprecedented feat
of winning three straight meets to
up their record to 4-7. The margins
were not small, as the Bantams
ripped Hartford 18-45, Assumption
19-41, and Fairfield 17-46.
John Sandman and Alex Magoun led seven other Trinity
runners out the Vernon Street gate
in the Wednesday tri-meet, and
while the pack broke up, the
long-legged duo did not. The pair
cruised over virtually the entire
course side by side, and finished in
atieforfirstin26:58.
Bob Williams nabbed fourth in
both races, but the suprise of this
meet was the fifth and seventh
iaces of Alex Sherwood and Dave
•J, >Kk.e Melo tied with
^BO
Sherwood
,-. .-* ^ ^ i S ^ » « J best on the
five mue-ctratse 43 seconds to
recording his 28;04.
*
'

The result at Fairfield differed
little as the Bantams rolled up nine
of the top ten places over a team
whose fifth man was a young lady.
Because Sandman had the GRE
that Saturday, Bob Williams ably
filled in to tie Magoun for number
one in 25:07 for the 4.6 mile course,
thus marking his premier collegiate
first place. Sherwood took third in
25:49, while Melo and Paul Beers
completed Trinity's scoring with
fifth (26:15) and sixth (26:25). Matt
Smith, Robert Robles, Doug Brooks
and Dave Muskat easily filled out
the top ten places.
Last Saturday - the Bantams
traveled to the Eastern Intercollegiate meet at Boston's Franklin Park.
Racing over the first mile of
rolling sidewalks and stony paths in
4:55, Alex Magoun flew into the
finishing chute four miles later in
26:26 to take Slst and the Bantams'
top spot. Not far behind was John

Sandman, who picked up 60th in
26:38 while Bob Williams placed
86th in 27:12. Dave Muskat, Mike
Melo and Matt Smith also ran for
the Harriers, and as the times on
Franklin are only slightly faster
than those at home, Coach Walde
hopes to see better performances
by the latter three tomorrow.
Wednesday's race pits the
rebounding Bantams against rising
Quinnipiac and powerful UNew
Haven. If Trinity's depth shows,
the team should can the first team,
but tipping UNH will require
superior performances and the
possibility that UNH will sit out
some of its top runners in preparation for the New England's this
Saturday. Some supuport by the
College community would-not hurt
either, so wherever you may be
between 4:00 and 4:30 tomorrow,
from Seabury 19 to a Broad St.
apartment, give a cheer to the
passing parade.

pass to McNamara in the corner of
the end zone, giving Trinity the
hard-fought victory.
Trinity used a balanced ground
and aerial attack, powered by three
John Flynn touchdowns, to edge
Coast Guard, 20-18, last Saturday.
The Captain, who rolled for 83
yards on 13 carries, scored on runs
of 1,18, and 30 yards, including the
winning score late in the fourth
period. QB Mike Foye kept the
Bantam offense moving as he
completed 10 of 17 for 135 years.
Foy's favorite target, split end Pat
McNamara, dazzled the crowd with
some outstanding catches as he
collected all of Foye's completions.
Coast Guard closed the gap to

13-10 early in the third period, but
it was defense that dominated the
second half as the Bantams
stopped a pair of potent Coast
Guard drives without a score. The
defense also sparked the Bant's
winning scoring drive as Jeff
Mather pounced on a Bear fumble
on the 31, yard 'line. Nick Votze,
who amassed 64 yards in 15
attempts, burst for 13 yards to the
18. Flynn followed with a brilliant
sweep outside and scooted over for
the winning score.
The Bantams, who now stand at
5-1, face their toughest foe of the
year as Amherst comes in on
Saturday.

JV Football Unbeaten
by Nancy Lucas
Romano also came up with an
The Trinity JV Football team interception in the final minutes to
extended their unbeaten streak to ice the win for the Bantams.
four games as they downed Trinity- Receiver Braskamp, always a conPawling, 21-18, and the Southern sistent player, proved to be an
Connecticut JV, 32-18, last week.
invaluable factor in the victory, as
A week ago last Saturday, a he pulled in 4 receptions for 55
vastly reduced JV squad traveled to yards, a touchdown, and an
Trinity-Pawling to take on the prep important two-point conversion.
school eleven. Trinity dominated But perhaps the most pleasant
the first half, as John Braskamp offensive surprise of the day was
and Joe Gamache both tallied the receiving of George Gigarjian,
Bantam touchdowns. Bill Schauf- who snagged two passes, one for 17
yards and a first down in Trin's
Ier added one extra point.
~After Jim Corvino scored his crucial last drive.
first Trinity TD, the second half
On defense, Bill Schaufler and
was marred by controversial offic- fellow linebacker Doug Cannone
iating. This resulted in Trinity- were outstanding. The defensive
Pawling getting up enough steam line of Bill Fiske, Curt Pippin, Jack
to score thrice, although all three of Greene, Steve Mickleson, and tiic
their conversion attempts were lightning-fast Joe Penella at middle
quaffed by a strong Trin defense.
guard also did an effective job. The
Coach McPhee commented that entire starting JV backfield was up
the team showed a "lot of pride" with the Varsity that day, but Doug
in the win. Jim Corvino surely did, Amster, Shaun Finnegan, Dave
as he ran for over a hundred yards Johnson, and Chris Tolcrico ably
on the afternoon and the winning provided decent coverage.
touchdown. So did QB Paul
Offensive linemen Glenn McRomano, as he completed 7 for 9
Clellan and Art Stern saw some
passing, along with rushing for 50
coat, on page 11
yards. Filling in on defense,
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